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Complaint brings about Title IX probe 
By Jackie Rodgers Last July, SIU-C was in- departments, along with submit thl?' preliminary findings 
:\ssociate Sports Editor formed by the OCR that the representatives in housing. of il~ investigation to Sll'-C 
Four representatives from 
the Office of Civil Rights will be 
conducting an investigation into 
sex discrimination in in-
tercollegiate athletics at SJU-(', 
beginning Monday. 
The representatives will 
begin reviewing both men's and 
women's intercollegiate 
athletics in response to a Title 
IX sex discrimination com-
plaint filed by 13 women 
student-athletes and one 
graduate assistant. in 1979. 
The original complaint cited 
inequality in the areas of 
scholarship, recruitment, food 
and lodging, competitive 
schedules, player-coach ratios, 
training. practice and game 
facilities, 
investigation was to begin. hf'alth service and recreation. The Universitv will then submit 
After the formal announcement "In other words, it will be a a plan to correct any areas of 
was made. SIU-C had 20 davs to broad overview of athletics and discrimination it may be found 
provide a plan that' the all areas connected with it." guilty of 
University intended to put into Gasser said. Gasser said that it is 
action to make steps toward The OCR will be investigating inevitable that SIt.:·\ will ~ 
compliance. 11 areas: equipment and sup' found guilty in some of the II 
According to Mary Helen plies; scheduling of games and areas of investigation She is 
Gasser, affirmative action practice times; travel and per confident, though. that Sll'-\ 
officer at SIU-C, the four OCR diem allowance: opportunity to will be found In overall com-
representatives will conduct receive coaching and academic: pliance. 
interviews with all coaches in tutoring: assignment and "Of the 50 or so Title IX in-
men's and women's athletics, a compensation of coaches and vestigations conducted by OCR. 
senior student represemative tutors; provision of locker not one university has been 
from each sport, Men's and rooms, practice and competive found in non-compliance." 
Women's Athletics Directors facilities; provision of medical Gasser said. "Many were found 
Lew Hartzog and Charlotte and training facilities and to be in non-compliance in 
West, and Bruce Swinburne, services; provisicn of housing certain areas, but all the 
vice president for student af· and dining facili'jes; publicity; university has to do is submit a 
fairs. recruitment and provision of I'lan saying it will take steps 
Also to be interviewed are the support services toward compliance. ~o school 
support staffs of both athletic The OCR will have 90 days to has been penalized for its areas 
'Daily ~gyptian 
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Limited security planned 
for Bracy, Guyon says ~----in9Pocus------
By Ginny Lee 
Staff Writer 
Security plans for the Bracy 
Building in Marion, the 
proposed library storage 
facility for Morris Library, will 
probably be limited to recorlng 
the locks and taking fire 
prevention measures. ~c­
cording to John Guyon. vice 
president for academic affairs. 
This is due to the . 'very, very 
tight fiscal situation," Guyon 
said. "I do not think that we're 
going to be putting in any ad-
ditional security, above 
recoring all the locks and 
making sure adequate fire 
prevention is available." 
Gov. James R. Thompson 
approved the appropriation of 
$1.6 million for SIU-C's pur-
chase oC a library storage 
facility in late August. The 
purchase of the 6O.000-square-
Coot former grocery warehouse 
is currently pending approval 
and release of Cunds by the state 
Capital Development Board. 
The University expects the 
transfer of infrequently used 
library materials to take place 
in about Cour to six months. 
~:sM;d~ rJ 
'Bode ~G II 
Gus says if &bey ean't afford to 
fb: &be Braey Building to keep 
&be miee out. maybe somebody 
will loan 'em a cat. 
The $1.6 million that may be 
released, following the CDB's 
approval, covers only the cost of 
the building. 
Initially, the library will be 
storing material~ only in the 
5,OOO-square-Coot front office 
::e:e~~~h bp!~~!-'!~~~e::~, 
library affairs, 
The Library Storage Com-
mittee, created in December 
1981 to study plans for the move 
of books into the Bracy 
Building, had recommended 
that the Univf>rsity also add 
s~urity in the form of metal 
bars or grills on the windows 
and some sort of regular police 
check, Peterson said. 
That committee als(' 
recommended that the large 
doors in the back of the 
warehouse be sealed. he said, in 
order to keep mice and roder.ts 
out of the building. 
"Naturally, I would feel more 
comfortable if they (the ad-
ministration) were able to 
undertake the other measures," 
Peterson said, "but if the 
money is not available, it ap-
pears it will not be possible," 
Herbert Donow, president of 
the Facultv Senate, said he is 
concerned 'about the safety of 
the books to be put in storage. 
given the fact that secur:ty 
measures will be limited. 
"I'm concerned about the 
possibility of a practically 
unattended building," he said, 
"The front part of the building 
has window!' and there's no 
security, .. 
Donow added that the 
building is in a place which 
might be vunerable to van· 
dalism. 
Staff Pboto by Greg Drezdzon 
A Faner Hall stllirway seemingly &nBs oIf into nowbere. 
wbicb may be an impressioo some studentll get from &be stark 
building. A phcKogJ'apbk: essay appears on Page 5. 
City police make arrest in abduction case 
the Williamson County Jail on from her and then fled on foot. With armed robbery, devla~ 
$50 000 bond following an in- Involved in investigating the ~xual a~ult. and a~~avated te~ew with him Wednesday by incident were the Carbondale kldnappmg. In yY ilhams~n 
By Jennifer PbHlips 
Staff Writer 
w:s '!~:~s~:dn a~~un:ha~:~ 
Wednesday with abducting a 21-
year-old Cambria woman at 
gunpoint from the University 
MaD in Carbondale, Carbondale 
police said. 
Leroy Jenkens, 34, of 
Freeman Spur, is being held in 
th ·ti and Herrin police departments, County, polIce said, and m aUM~:: :~ woman was ab- Division of Criminal In- Jackson C?WIty, he has been 
d t d from the mall on vestigation and the Williamson charged With one count of ar· M~3a she was forced to drive County Sheriffs Office lind med robbery,. two c~nts of 
t ""I>:a' mson County where detective unit. aggravated kldn~ppmg, two o Hili • , counts of armed Violence, and 
she. was forced to perfor:m one count of unlawful restraint. 
deVlate sexual acts, polIce said. Authorities recovered the His bond has also been set in 
Jenkens then allegedly took f!O radio from Jenkens. police said. Jackson County at $50.000. 
in cash and a portable radio Jenkens has been charged 
of non-compliance." 
Thl' rl'ason the investigations 
arl' conducted In thl' first placl', 
then. IS because thl'v arl' 
mandated bv law, (iasser said. 
Thf' law is a rl'sult of (edl'ral 
legislation passed in 1972. which 
dl'als with SI'X dIscrimination in 
the I'ducation !o\'stem :t was 
part of a comprehensive higher 
education bill stating that 
universitIes who are in non-
compliance wiJI lose federal 
funding. 
Gasser said that the four 
representati\' 'S will :}e 
a\'ailable from 1 pm. until ;; 
pm. Y\"ednesday for anyone 
WIshing to discuss any matters 
pertaIning to Title IX and sex 
dIscrimination at SIL-C This 
open meeting will ~ held In thl' 
Siudent Service conference 
rrJOm In Woody Hall. 
Amin Gemayel 
sworn In as 
Lebanon chief 
8:v The Associatl'd Press 
Amin Gemayel took over as 
Lebanon's president Thursday. 
vowing to stop "the vicious 
cycle of bloody violence" that 
has gripped his land for eight 
years. 
"It expresses all we had in 
mind, really," former Prime 
Minister Saeb Salam, a leading 
Lebanese Moslem, said of the 
Christian president's inaugural 
speech. "We have great hopes 
in him." 
In the Mediterranean, 1.81l0 
U.S. Marines aboard tne 
helicopter carrier Guam 
steamed toward Beirut to join a 
new three-nation ~a.c.ekee9\.ft@.. 
force charged wlth guarding 
against further Christian-
Mos!em bloodletting. The first 
peacekeeping unit, 300 French 
paratroopers, was expected in 
the Lebanese capital Friday 
morning. and the Marines on 
Saturday. 
Recriminations from last 
week's Beirut refugee camp 
massacre continued to rock 
Israel. 
An estimated 3,000 demon-
strators. shouting "Begin 
resign: " , marched on Prime 
:\<linister Menachem Begm's 
home as the wave of protests 
continued over his govern-
ment's reful>al to authorize an 
independent inquiry into Israeli 
conduct during the mass 
killings, WhICh were carried out 
":.: blaei"s Lebanese Christian 
allIes. 
The respected Israeli 
r:r~!r:rd~~:r:g t~~~d n~~~ 
the massacre scene as saying 
~1e:u:evct~ ~h~a~~~~=~i~':~ 
camps and had informed their 
commanders, but were told: 
"It's all right, don't worry," 
Israeli Defense Minister Ariel 
Sharon says Israeli troops 
nelped coordinate the Christian 
Phalangist militia raid on the 
two predominantly Moslem 
camps, but never expected it to 
end in a massacre. He says 
Israeli forces intervened to stop 
the bloodbath. 
Lebanese Red Cross workers 
Thursday continued to dig for 
more bodies among the earth 
and rubble pushed up by 
bulldozers in an attempt to hide 
the bodies in the Sabra and 
Chatilla camps. 
A spokesman said five more 
bodies were found ThUI'sday 
morning, bringing the total 
recovered to 298_ Relief officials 
said many more may be buried. 
Estimates of the total slain 
range from 300, the U,S. 
government re~rt, to 1,400, the 
estimate of the Palestine 
Liberation Organization, 
Kilquist gives up county post 
to devote time to sheriff race 
News Roundup--
Lake Zurick teachers go on strike 
By The .o\ssociated Press 
More than 170 teachers in suburban Lake Zurich went on 
strike Thursday, kE'E'ping 3,200 students home from school and 
boosting to more than 10,000 the number of students affectro 
by three separate Illinois teachers' strikes. 
Bv Bob Delanev 
Siaff Writer . 
"demonstrates thE' abilitv and 
experiE'ncE' he would bring to 
the sheriff's dE'partmmt." 
Sheriff candidate William ThE' candidatE' also revealro 
Kilquist has left the Jackson programs Thursday that he 
Countv State's Attornev's office would promote as sheriff. 
to devote full attention to the Among the proposals were: 
campaign. - A major case squad that 
Kilquist, tt:c Democratic would pool the talents of ~'arious 
nominE'E'. said the leave of plllice agencies in Jackson 
absence. effective Sept 20. County. Kilquist said the 
would avoid talk of a cOililict of sheriff's d-epartment lacks the 
interest and discourage people expertise to investigate 
from saying he was using the 'homicidc!s, rapes and other 
office or the county's timE' for major crimes on its own. 
his campaign. ThE' best talents of various 
While winding down most of agencies would work together 
the cases he is rooking into, the on cases the sheriff's depart· 
state's attorney's office in· ment could not handle. he said. 
vestigator said he wuuld con· Spreading credit among the 
tinue to work with cases he felt agencies would entice agencies 
neroed further attention. He to cooperate. Kilquist said. 
would also be available for - Schedules that would 
court testimony, he said. accommodate peak crime 
Any further work done for the periods. Kilquist said he favors 
office will be at Kilquist's own a four-day work week with HI-
exoenSf! hour shifts. 
Kilquist. 33. said during a The sheriff's department uses 
press conference in Carbondale from one to three deputies on 
that his investigative work with Friday and Saturday nights. He 
the State's attorney's office proposed using five patrols 
between ;!.l p.m. and 4 a.m. on 
those nights. He said county 
bars are closing and most drunk 
drivers are out driving at that 
time. 
- Increased training for 
deputies Kilquist said training 
increases both morale and 
knowledge among the deputies. 
He said he would like off·the· job training at training schools 
and field training. 
- Crime deterrence rathE'r 
than crime-solving. This would 
include crime watches in neigh· 
borhoods and a new 
classification schedule that 
would ease location oi homes, 
businesses and farms in 
Jackson Countv. 
Kilquist alsO said he would 
continue to detail one deputy for 
use by local l\IE'tropolitan 
Enforcement Groups. "Drug 
enforcement is a specialized 
field that doesn't belong in the 
squadroom," he said. 
Kilquist said his 14 years 
expertence in Jackson County 
showed the background he had 
attained in crime·soh'ing. 
Strikes continued in two other districts, suburban Bremen 
Township and the Hamilton County Unit School District in 
Southern Illinois. 
Teachers struck Lake Zurich Unit District 95 early Thur-
sday morning after a nine-hour negotiating session involving a 
federal mediator failro to produce agreement on a new con· 
tract, school and union officials said. No new talks were 
scheduled. 
Grand jury to begin Belushi probe 
LOS ANGELES (AP) - The county grand jury will be~n 
hearings next week in the drug overdose death of comedIan 
John Belushi, the Los Angeles Herald Examiner reported 
Thursday. 
Belushi. 33. died of a drug overdose March 5 in a bungahw 
behind the Chateau Marmont hotel in Hollywood. 
Both the district attorney's office and the grand jury hav,,-
refused to confirm any information about the c1osed-door 
hearings_ 
Senate kills school pra)"er measure 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate killed or. Thursday a 
measure designed to restore organized prayer to the public 
schools, thereby dashing the last remaining hope of the "New 
Right" for a social-issues victory in the 97th Congress. 
Registration drive begins Monday Sen. Jesse Helms. R·N.C., leader of the conservative faction 'I which tried unsuccessfully to win anti-abortion. anti·busing 
and prayer legislation this year. conceded the battle was done I 
By Robert Green 
Staff Writer 
About -10 students have 
agreed to work as deputy 
registrars for the student voter 
~~f~~tre~~n a~~iv~eJ~~. ~~rd 
Student Trustee Sian Irvin. 
The drive will be conducted 
on campus from Sept. 27 to Oct 
I. Deputy registrars will be 
sworn in and trained at -I p.m. 
Friday in the Student Center 
!\Iackinaw Room. 
lrvin said any students, 
faculty or staff who are 
registered to vote in Jackson 
County are eligible to work as 
deputy registrars. 
th:·"~~~r:s~.~t:"ee ~?te .t,~ .. ~,~~ 
putting out a call for help to 
individuals and organizations." 
Irvin. who is coordinating the 
drive. said those interested 
must attend the meeting on 
Frida\". Jackson County Clerk 
Robert Harrell will sv"ear in 
and train volunteer~. 
Registration will take place 
during lunch and dinner at 
Lentz Hall on Sept. 27. at 
Grinnell Hall on Sept. 28 and at 
Trueblood Hall on Sept 29. 
Registration tables will also 
De set up from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Sept. JOand Oct. I at the Student 
Center. 
The deputy registrars. Irvin 
said. should work at the tables 
at least an hour. but can work 
longer if desired. He said if 
there an: enough volunteers, 
the drive may be prolonged to 
include Oct. 4 - the last day to 
register to vote for the up-
coming election. 
Irvin stressed that students 
must vote. or their concerns will 
be ignored by politicians. 
"This is a critical time," he 
said. "Last spring so many 
students and faculty members 
voiced their objections to the 
decreased funding of higher 
education. 
"Now is really the first time 
that people have had the chance 
to act concretely to try and 
+++++++++++ 
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change things. If peopl+. JIIl,t sit 
back now and don't Citi"e what 
happens in this election, It will 
be hard for us to argue that 
people here are concerned 
about increasing tuition and 
decreasing financial aid," Irvin 
said. 
He said the voter registration 
drive has gotten support from 
several student organizations 
and is "slowly but surely rolling 
along." 
At its last meeting, the 
Graduate Student Council 
allocated $100 to the drive, and 
about 20 council members 
volunteered to work as deputy 
registrars. 
for 1982. "We need more horses," he said. 
Nixon says NA TO threatened 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Accusing West German leaders of 
viewing the crackdown in Poland as only a "regrettable in· 
convenience," former President Richard M. Nixon says the 
NATO alliance is threatened by shameful disunity and 
ner.tralism. 
"In reaching East, the Europeans are in danger of breaking 
their lifeline to the West," Nixon .... Tote in a new book called 
"Leaders." It is critical also of former President Carter and 
urges a policy of "hard·headed detente" toward the Soviet 
Union. 
(USPS 169220) t The Undergraduate Student 
Organization also gave $100 to 
the drive, and 14 USO members 
agreed to help out. 
Bill Fuller, coordinator of the 
USO effort, said "We want to 
get out of the stigma of 18- to 25-
year-olds having the lowest 
voting percentage." 
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Railroad engineers get back on track 
By the Associated Press As the 117 privately owned 
freight railroads affected by the 
Railroad engineers were back strike stirred back to life, most 
at the throttle Thursday, lines said servIce would be back 
tugging at a logjam of cargo to normal no later than the 
after a four-day strike that the weekend. 
government stepped in to end "Amtrak will be back into 
before the nation's commerce training again," said a happy 
was strangled. Kevin Sh,lUghnessy, manager 
Commuter trains ran on time of the Amtrak station in St. 
in Chicago, Boston, San Louis, the nation's second 
Francisco and elsewhere where largest railroad center. 
the walkout by 26,000 members The striking engineers, who 
of the Brotherhood of walked out in a dispute over 
Locomotive Ji:ngineers had differential pay and the right to 
created rush-hour chaos. strike, said they would abide by 
The strike ended Wednesday a mandate from Congress. 
when President Reagan signed "We're disappointed, but 
a joint I'ongressional resolution we'll have to live with the 
imposing a settlement on the legislation," said E.E. Watson 
locomotive engineers' union of St. Louis, an international 
and the industry. vice president of the engineers 
Price index inches upward 
union. 
Federal officials said the 
walkout cost the economy 
nearly $1 billion a day. It forced 
the layoffs of half a million 
workers and forced several auto 
plants :0 cut back production. 
Almost;; dozen coal mines shut 
down. . 
Only Conrail, the federally 
subsidized network in the 
Northeast and parts of the 
Midwest, was unaffected 
because it had a separate union 
agreement. 
The engineers started 
returning to work within hours 
after Reagan late Wednesday 
signed a bill passed by Congress 
at his urging that imposed a 
settlement on the union and the 
rail industry. The settlement 
was recommended by a special 
presidential commission and 
was endorsed by the rail in-
dustry and 12 other railway 
unions. 
The agreement, which leaves 
for future negotiations a dispute 
over wage differentials. will 
give the engineers a 28.8 per· 
cent wage increase over 39 
months retroactive to April 
1981. The engineers. who con. 
tend they should be paid more 
than other train crewmen, earn 
an average of $36.000, the 
Transportation Department 
says 
It didn't take long for the 
trains to ~gin moving after 
Reagan signed the bill 
"The trains are running on 
time," said Joan Pearlman. a 
spokeswoman for the Rf'gional 
Transportation Authority in 
Chicago, where about 120.000 
commuters ride the rails. 
Amtrak trains that were 
halted in in the Midwest. South 
and West also were back on 
track Frid~ 
More funny money is found; 
Bursar's Office is latest victim 
A counterfeit $100 bill ~ the window of a local bank. Car. ~i~~~n fo~nd m~nnt~arbon~~: bondale police said 
Inflation rate stays moderate 
discovered Tuesday in the 
Bursar's Office, said Bob 
Brewer, assistant bursar. 
SIV-C Security. which is 
investigating the case, would 
not comment on the incident. 
The second was found at the 
same bank Sept. 13 after a 
woman depoSited it. The woman 
cashed her payroll check at a 
Carbondale grocery store and 
received two $100 bills. She 
placed one of the bills in her 
purse and spent the other while 
on vacation, police said. 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Con-
sum"!r prices inched forward at 
an annual rate of 3.3 percent in 
August as falling gasoline and 
food costs returned inflation to 
the low levels of earlier in the 
year, the government said 
ThlJr.'day. 
Renewed restraint in nearly 
all categories of the Labor 
Department's Consumer Price 
Index meant that inflation for 
the first eight months this year 
;:;ce~\. aU ~~~a~of:scefo~f Ji~ 
rest of the year, it would be the 
smallest yearly gain since 1976. 
White House spokesman 
Larry Speakes said, "The in-
flation fIgure has returned to 
the excellent performance we 
had in the beginning of the 
year." 





at Data Resources Inc. in 
Lexington, Mass., attributed 
the better results to the weak 
economy and predicted small 
increases - maybe even a 
decline - in the remaining 
months of the year. 
"We're now returning to the 
lower plateau of inflation 
because of the prolonged 
recession" he said. 
Evelina Tainer, economist at 
the First National Bank of 
Chicago, described the report 
as "good news" and said con-
sumers should have more 
money in their ~kets as a 
result of moderatmg prices. 
The administration has been 
counting on greater cons .. ,mer 
spending to lead the economy 
out of the stUbborn recession. 
In addition to the recess'.On, 
analysts have attributed the 
Coats 
25% 
off all Regular 
price Ladies coon. 
better figures on inflation to the 
worldwide oil surplus and, 
recently, goodJarm crops. 
The Labor Department also 
released figures Thursday 
showing that Americans' in-
flation-adjusted average 
weekly earnings rose 0.1 per-
cent in August after falling 02 
percent in July. 
But for the 12 months ending 
in August, inflation still 
managed to outstrip those 
earnings in August wp.re 1.3 
percent below what they were in 
the same month of 19(11. 
Brewer said the bill was part 
of a deposit being made by the 
University Bookstore. 
All large bills being deposited 
into the Bursar's Office are When she returned. she took 
inspected for counterfeitness, the leftover $100 bill and 
he said. deposited it in the bank. :\0 
The first fake $100 bill was charges were filed agaInst her 
found Aug. 24 at the drive-in police saId 
Purse thief gets snatched b)" police 
One Carbondale juvenile has He was picked up by police 
been arrested .n connection later m the evemng. and has 
with a purse Sf> tching Wed- admitted that he c.ommitted 
nesday and another juvenile is another purse snatchmg whIch 
being sought, Carbondale police took place about two weeks ago 
said. on North Wall Street. police 
The youth is charged with said. Overall, consumer prices rose robbery and aggravated bat. The victim's purse and 
a seasonally adju!;ted 0.3 per- tery for allegedly knocking a 48- contents. w~re recovered 
cent in August, after climbing year-old Carbondale woman The vIctim was admitted to ?n6~~C:~~~u~~,Yth:~:!':~c;,~~ unconscious after she left the Carbondale Memonal Hospital. 
_said. . _ ~~~~nk~~~ :e~r:r~:esh store =a~?:fai~~~r~!f~~~~j~f~~' and IS In 
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Opinion & Gommentary 
Happy Parents Day 
This weekend. strange happenings will take place in Carbondale. 
Traffic will increase. 
Businesses will experience one of their best weekends of the year. 
There will be at least one- or two-hour waiting times to get into 
most restaurants to eat. 
Thousands of people will be looking lost and slightly out-of-place. 
What makes this weekend different from any other? 
This weekend mothers and fathers from across; the country will 
descend on Carbondale in droves to check on this SIU-C student or 
that. 
It's Parents' Day Weekend. 
That·sright. boys andgir!s. men and women of SIU-C. it's time to 
clean up your act. at least for the weekend. 
That means clean your rooms and apartments, take out the trash. 
and possibly make your bed for the first time this semester. 
It also means no staying out 'til all hours of the night. Maybe nC'! 
even going up-town. 
On the positive side, for most students it will mean a few freebies. 
You'll get some good meals. for a change. 
Maybe the folks will stock up the old fridge and pantry which 
stays empty most of the time. 
Maybe Mom or Dad, or both, will slip you a little extra cash, 
exacting a promise that vou won't tell the other. 
All of these things are common occurences on Parents' Day 
weekend. It is a time for families to re-unite and spend some quality 
time together. 
This weekend is not just for the students, though. It offers the 
parents who lend so much support a chance to be near their 
children. A chance to be away from home and take a small break. 
An added a ttraction this year is the football team which is off to a 
flying start with three wins and no losses. 
Everyone's folks can't attend, however. For all those who won't 
have family down this weekend, you should still take part in the 
festivities, and, if you get a chance, call your folks at home and 
share some of your time with them. 
For those of you whose folks are coming down, enjoy the moment 
and good luck finding a place to eat. 
Both war and peace 
come from our hearts 
B,· :\Olike ~adolski 
~(.ws Editor 
The continual flow of blood 
in the Middle East is taking 
its toll on the human race. 
The losses go far beyond the 
death tolls and mutilations 
from day to day combat. 
Again and again I wonder 
when we will all have the 
courage and the decency to 
stop the atrocities that are 
daily occurances there. 
The Middle East: the 
center of the world and all of 
its woes. The home of the 
Jewish people, Christians, 
Muslims. vf Baha'is, 
Palestinians, Lebanese, 
Israelis, Iranians, Iraqis, 
Sudanese. leftists, militia, 
conservatives, nationalists. 
zionists, communists, 
marxists. The home of men, 
women. children, oil, 
Y'eapons and rubble. 
So many people and peoples 
in one region. A region not 
vast enough to hold all of the 
ways of life, all the ideas in 
conflict, all of the agonies and 
endured sufferings. 
And so. from here the blood 
spills over. Terrorism in 
Europe and grief, concern 
and horror throughout most 
of the "civilized" world. 
We have only to look to the 
foreign students from the 
Middle East on our own 
campus to see the suffering. 
All War does not originate 
in the Middle East though. We 
can look to our own country's 
history for ample evidence of 
wars that should not have 
been. War is a great human 
failure and we continue to 
flounder. 
War is ugly and brutally 
horrible wMn it's happening 
and the wounds and scars on 
our development as one 
people never completely heal. 
There is ~n ~ighty year old 
woman who lives m Car-
bondale who once had a son. 
Many people consider 
Franklin Delano' Roosevelt 
to be one of the greatest 
Presidents this country ever 
had. This woman thinks he 
was the biggest liar who ever 
set foot in the White House. 
He said he'd never send our 
boyS to war, she once told me. 
My boy went to the Pacific in 
World War II, she said, and 
he died there. Her eves were 
filled with tears and her voice 
was shaking with anger--40 
yel'rs later. 
These wounds are beyond 
lost limbs and crippled bodies 
and they are being inflicted 
continualy throughout the 
Middle East and other 
troubled regions. 
,We have such a backward 
way 01 trymg to make the 
world a better place to live in. 
In the name of security, self-
preservation and ideologies, 
we kill and allow ('t.iers to 
kill. We need to examine 
more closely the political 
affiliations, economic con-
siderations and "moral 
bases" that allow wars to 
continue. 
Walls of weapons tower 
around our current ideolc>gies 
which are crumbling from the 
weight of aU the grief and 
Lypocrisy. When w~ll we 
learn that we protect our 
peace by being peaceful'? 
The Middle East wars are 
extensions of our own 
character as a world society. 
War came from our own 
hearts and minds. Similarly, 
that is where peace must 
come from. Every step we 
can take in our lifes to put 
violence down and raise 
peace up, we should take. We 
cannot allow the world's 
violence to consume us - and 
daily it threatens. 
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Congressman speaks out 
on zionist conspiracy myth 
A letter to the editor by an 
Arab student is important 
enough that it should be 
answered. 
i am sure he is sincere. Just 
as a Turkish student who 
came to me one day showing 
me a graph as to how the 
Armenians are controlling 
the Amelican media was 
sincere. 
But the ba3ic thrust of what 
he has to say is wrong, though 
I am sure this letter will not 
convince him. 
It is interesting that he feels 
the New York Times and 
Washington Post are con-
trolled by Israeli sources, yet 
both newspapers have sin('e 
the IsraelI invasion of 
Lebanon carried far more 
articles critical of Israel than 
supportive. Both newspapers 
h3ve editorially backed 
President Reagan's Mideast 
foreign policy thrust and 
attacked Israel for her 
r~~':a~ ~~ose on both the 
Israeli and Arab side of this 
question who are so 
emotionally involved thllt 
they cannot separate 
themselves enough to un-
derstand the viewpoint of the 
other side. so they cannot be 
part of the vitally important 
task of building bridges of 
understanding. . 
President Anwar Sadat WIll 
go down as Oile of the giants of 
this centurv because he 
reached 'beyond the 
emotional confines of most 
leaders in that region. 
And what is true in the 
Middle East is true of every 
tension-filled area. . 
If this world is not to 
destroy itself as an outgrowth 
of a small war sOl.lewhere 
which mushrooms then 
bridges of understanding 
must be built. 
Foreign students have an 
unusual opportunity to be 
part of that process. I hope 
they do that, rather than 
engage in conspiratorial 
theories which are easy to 
build but wrong in substance 
and totally 'destructive -
Paul Simon. l! .S, 
Representative. D-24tb 
District. 
Why the fascination with royalty 
The reaction of the American 
public and the totally eJt.<:essive 
publicity given to Prmcess 
Diana's and Prince Charles' 
wedding and the subsequent 
birth of their child by the 
American media is the same 
reason why some black children 
go hungry and some Hispanic 
children don't get a de-~ent 
education in this country. 
I'm not placing toe blame 
diroctly on baby William, but I 
am saying that the American 
public's fascination with and 
worship of Anglo-Saxon English 
royalty, and gentiles in general, 
is the base of racial and ethnic 
problems in this country. 
Does one see such a reaction 
to marriages within the African 
and Spanish monarchies, ~hich 
are just as old and established, 
as the almost continual 
television news and front-page 
magazine coverage given to 
Princess Diana and Prince 
DOONES8URY 
Charles? This reaction is a very good-looking, but I've 
representation. of A~erican never heard her speak, either. 
society's behef \D .the In fact. these two make a living 
superiority of Anglo-Saxons. In a by traveling around the world, 
racially heterogeneous socIety. getting dressed up and smiling 
The fascination is hard to at crowds. The adoration of 
understand in any other terms. English royalty, then, can only 
Is Prince Charles exceedingly be understood in sociological 
witty or charmi~g,? In t.he terms that, despite the many 
hundreds of times I ve seen hlm recent advances, paint a dim 
on television I've never even view of the professed American 
heard him speak. He can't ride ideal that, "All men are created 
horses but he can cut ribbons equal." Dave Asutin, 
quite well. Princess Diana is Sophomore. Social Studies. 
Trustees should be elected not appointed 
In response to your editc,'lal 
(DE Sept. 22) that comr-iained 
about the Bracy B1:.ilding-
~b::ilies~:~d ~niJ;::!!nf; 
sm is appointed'? Wh) should 
the trustees oppose a political 
deal; they are p'Jlitical ap-
pointees! 
If we had an elected board 
like! other unh'ersities. we 
might avoid proolems like this. 
:~:~': er;te~r:'~dbeu:a~~, 
an appointed one, so that the 
ability to influence them woul.i 
be spread over a wider are" 
than just the governor's or 
legislators' offices. - Cathie 
Merriman. Center for Englisb 
as a Second Language. 
by Garry Trudeau 
, 
I 
Faner Hall can seem like an endless ma%e cases located in the building. Above left. 
of ramps and stairwells. Above. several geometric patterns of the ex&eriCll' of the 
people descend one of the many stair- building. 
Faner Hall: 
Massive maze 
Faner HaU has been called a 
space Ship. an aircraft carrier 
and even the cardboard box that 
the Student Center came in. 
It is monolithic and 
monochromatic. spartan and 
utilitarian. And it is a maze. 
There are stairwells which 
twist and hallwavs which 
stretch seemingly on-to infinity. 
Windows have slatted sun-
shades and concrete canopies. 
Tht! waIls are gray concrete. 
textured silky to spackled 
plaster. 
It is uniformity exemplified 
with infinite repetitions oC 
geometric patterns {or which 
the building is so well known. 
The designers of Faner Hall 
were awarded a 1970 Citation 
For Excellence "for out· 
standing quality of design" by 
the Philadelphia Chapter of the 
American Institute of Ar-
chitects. But if world-renowned 
architect :\lies van der Rhoe is 
correct in his theor.· that brm 
follows {unction. then one must 
wonder about the {unction of 
Faner Hall. 
Staff Photos by Greg Drezdzon 
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Circus to bring daring., danger, humor 
Ladies and Gentlemen! Fight 
here in our center ring. at 3:30 
and 7:30 p.m. Tuesday and 11 
a.m. and 7:30 p.m. Wednesday, 
see the Ringling Bros. and 
Barnum & Bailey Circus at the 
SIU Arena! 
A circus tradition, the 
menagerie and trainers will 
make the trek from their train 
to the Arena beginning at 4 p.m. 
Monday. The Animal Walk will 
be from Oak Street and Illinois 
Avenue to the Arena. 
See animals perform amazing 
acts! See the spectacular 
Gunther Gebel-Williams and his 
cats! See daring feats of skill 
and nerve on the high wire! See 
clowns, clowns and more 
clowns! 
See chimps, elephants. tigers 
and bears! See their unequaled 
profusion of wild beauty, 
majesty, grace and puckish 
humor as they participate in a 
wide variety of entertaining 
acts! Watch as children young 
and old delight to the antics of 
Mickey Antalek's lively 
chimps! 
See Gunther Gebel-Williams, 
that purveyor of animalistic 
fun. send his "pussycats" 
through their paces. See the 
ferocious felines jump to the 
snap of his cruel whip and 
lovingly nuzzle his ear with 
the:r noses! \\'atch as Gunther 
amazes fans with the feats of 
the worlJ's must educated 
elephants! 
See Gunther's lj magnificent 
tigers. as well as his rarely seen 
panthers. pumas and leopards! 
Yell as you thrill to his in· 
credible voice control over a 
thunderous herd of 20 elephants 
and delight in a graceful displav 
of Libertv horses! . 
Gaze in amazement as you 
watch Dickie. a 12·(00t 
reticulated baby giraffe. per· 
fonn a variety of tricks thaI 
only a giraffe can perform' 
Dickie traveled for an entire 
vear with his trainer to receive 
daily attention, just so Gunther 
can help him perform. 
Don't forget the dogs and the 
bears! Wally Naghtin's un· 
caged bruins will perform 
,mbearable feats of beardom, 
and the best-trained pooches to 
ever grace the big top will 
astound fans with their leaps, 
jumps and stunts. 
And you want clowns, you 
say? Well. what would a circus 
be' without clowns? This circus 
is no exception - all the old 
favorites will be back with 
routines new and old. John 
a gripping film about 
the IGYGge West and 
the ruthl_ men. 





Charles Frye and Sean Emery clown around at the circus, 
Russell, "The Tallest Man on 
Stilts." is an old favorite, with a 
place in the Guiness Book of 
World Records for his record 
breaking for walking with 32-
foot·tall stilts. 
Also featured will be the 
heart-stopping skill and 
bravado of superbly trained 
men and women performing 
high above the Arena floor. The 
lovely Dolly Jacobs, 
"America's Aerial Sweetheart" 
and daughter of veteran clown 
Lou Jacobs, will grace the 
Mena with exquisite mastery of 
the Roman Ring:;. 
The Flying Farfans and 
Flying Vazquez wil perform 
awe-inspiring feats of skill on 
the trapeze. while thp. Carillo 
Brothers and Miguel Ayala soar 
through the air with the 
greatest of ease, and defy the 
Grim Reaper with hair-raising 
stunts on the high wire. 
FOX EASTGATE 
WEHnENBEnGTHEAT~S 
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BE'Sides all these awesome 
feats, 24 showgirls will ascend 
woven ropes to perform a 
magnificent aerial ballet on the 
"web." 
All this fun, ':llong with cotton 
candy. popcorn, Sno-cones and 
lots of other delectable delights 
will abound, as well as balloons, 
pennants and all the other 
trappings of thE' circus 
Tickets for the gala event are 
$6, $7 and $8, with seats in 
section E. directly facing the 
center ring, priced at $lI. Both 
matinees will offer a discount of 
51 to children under 12. Patrons 
in groups of 20 or more may call 





~ cloon open at Jpm 
In the ~ Cert.nrlll. Itt-U55 
t:-.~~~ fllEl>'$ ~~ 
o\\vti,-," For Par.nt. W_kencl ,",,", 
You can lake lhan 10 tho! strip, but will lhey fee! comfortable' They can lake 
you 10 lho! motel lounge. but wUl you fee! comfortable' Well. take your parenlS to 
FRED'S. where evervone 15 comfortable" 
SNCU'L IV.NT 
This "'oIey: Be al FRED'S when the lV ca-nera.< start roiling' FRED'S will be the 
scene of a tape-delay filming 0/ the new 'r.r hou· show .............. lIIlnol. Coun.ry, 
Be~rI':!.!;'=~J.'c!~~~~~~1c sc""" 
.. ..,......,: .. 12:11: The Soulhan Express 
(for old fll5hk>ned doggIn' country) 
TO RlSI.VI A TAIIU CALL Mt-lUl 
Remember Freds for Portles ond Fundrofsers 
IALUKI 
--.. ~I:. PM SHOW WlIKDA 1'1 I:. 1:11 LAST 
.,.. SAT & SUN I:. I:. I:. WUKI 
,,** ** Exceptional entertalnment .•. one of the 
most heart·lugglng romances In .-.eM film history," 
-Gene _al. CHICAGO TRIBUNE 
"Richard G_ has never been better. O.ora WInger Is 
wonderful and Lou Gossett Is tenlflc." - JW"" ChrISt. WOR-IV 





I:. PM SHOW 
fl .• SAT & SUN .. II 1:tI 7:11 t:1I 
Alumni Association to sponsor 
lead~rship workshop Saturday 
By Nick Buhelos offici:!!,> and sound off abo-;;t The late stu President. Ros~~ 
Studf'nl Writer University directions. events t>ulliam. served the University 
and policies." said Jay King. from 1935 to 1944. His son. 
The SIU-C Alumni 
Association will host its semi-
anrlual Alumni Leadt'rship 
Workshop at 8:30a.m &>turday 
in the Student Center. 
Alumni Clubs from all over 
Illinois and University 
representatives will join 
together in brainstorming and 
information exchange con-
cerning upcoming University 
and Association events. 
"It's a wl)rthwhile event and 
an opportunity for the alumni 
leaders to meet with University 
assistant director of the Alumni Robert Pulliam. is now the 
Association. "Also. it gives us a Alumni Association president 
chance to get some alumni . After the luncheon. the club 
feedback and input into future participants and represen-
Association planning." tatives will attend the SIU-C-
Vice pre~ident of University 
relations and development at 
SIU-C. Stanley McAnally. will 
speak at 8:55 a.m. Also. SIU-C 
President Albert Somi! will 
address the group during a 
buffet luncheon at 11 :45 a.m. in 
the Old Main Dining Room. 
During the luncheon. 10 
Roscoe Pulliam !'vlemorial 
Scholarships will be award~d. 
Arkansas State University 
football game at 2 p.m. Af-
terwards. there will be a 
reception in the Student Center 
Gallery Lounge. 
STARTS TODAY! 
.. One of the liveliest movies 
of the year."'Il .. ,dl>. • ...,. "'lInOR~'t .. (..vI"1 
He is 
olooe 
W. Mill Street Across from Pulliam Hall 
The Rev. David DeVore. Rector 
YOU ARE ALWAYS WELCOME 
Sunday Services 
8AM& lOAM 
ET THE EXTRA· • TERRESTRIAL ~ 
• A UNIYERSAl PICTURE 
LASTWUKI 
2:00 PM SHOW '1." 
SHOWS DAILY 
2:00 6:50 9:10 
----BIG SMASH! ----
HELD OVER 3rd WEEK! 
JohnC •••• v.t •• 
G.na Rowlands 
Fri (4:30 @ $1.75) 7:15, 9:55 
Sat ( 1 :30,4:30 @ $1.75) 7:15,9:55 
Sun (1 :00,3:45 @ $1.75) 6:30, 9:15 
'1'Gi 
LOOK ... O.RJSTINVADED 
UNCLE CARLOS IlEACH HOIJS&_ 
LAST WEEKI {5:3O @ $1.75 7:30.9:30 
Sat (1 :30. 3:30 
5:30 @ $1.75) 
7:30.9:30 
Altsolutely NO ONE under 1 •• dmlttecl. I.D. requlrecl. 
2:11 PM SHOW '1.51 SHOWS DAILY 2:017:01':20 
R. 
* * (ArE SHOWS 
. Sun (1 :00. 3:00 .~ @ $1.75) ~ :00. 
7:00.9:110 
I It SAr • * * 
* * * * * 
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Post-35 childbirth 'myths' 
confront wo:men, adviser says 
[7.;--"1i.,il;z.,:r------~~' -'~'~$i'~'~ 
- li~ -I tl 
·-i) t'jIlW~il~iltefi I Purchase a 7-11 Danish a,nd J Bv C'vnthia Rector Starr Writer 
Aside from counseling many 
women about pregnancy. 
private family counselor Edith 
Spees bore two children herself 
after age 35. and is in the 
process of raising her 5- and 9-
year-olds. 
She brought her personal 
reflections to the topic. "Social 
·and Pyschological Concerns in 
Pregnancy and Child· Rearing 
Mter 35." 
Spees was a speaker at a day-
long workshop Thursday 
focusing on aspects of 
pregnancy after age 35. The 
workshop was held in the 
Student Center Auuitorium. 
Spt>es told of a meeting she 
once had with counselors. in 
which shl' asked how health 
professionals would respond to 
a 40-year-old patient who was 
pregnant. 
''I'd tell her to have an 
abortion." one male 
psychologist said. 
At the time. Spees was 40 and 
pregnant with her second child. 
Spees said she taught Child 
and Family classes at SIU-C for 
15 years before giving birth 
herself. 
She said the trend for women 
to have children later in life, 
after pursuing careers, is in· 
creasing. But she also noted 
damaging attitudes in society, 
associated with "myths" which 
~-------, 
OltiJown I 
Slot S.III I 
C'.I. 
457·U13 
confront such women. 
Medical studies whkh 
~ generate the greatest fears are 
those which show an increase in 
hirth defects in children born to 
women over 30. she said. She 
agreed that there is an in-
creased risk in pregnancy as a 
woman grows older. but said 
overall health is the most im-
portant factor. 
One of the most important 
considerations in counseling 
::r.t~~::t~~:~~~nP[ne!~fd~Il,i,~ 
Spees said. 
"What's an old bodv"" she 
asked. "I know 50- and -SO-year-
olds who are in great shapt> and 
doing amazing things ... and I 
know some stodgy old people at 
25 or 30." 
Spees said she was asked 
during her pregnancy how her 
children might feel when they 
became teenagers and their 
parents were senior citizens. 
"I'm not going to be an old 
person, ,. she said. "I'm going to 
be me. I'm still going to be 
roaring around like I do now." 
The small audience. composed 
mainly of women, laughed with 
Spees. 
Even now. most people begin 
parenting in their early 205, she 
said. A 35-year-old woman will 
often find her friends 
"becoming footloose and fancv. 
free" as she is just beginning 
her busiest years, Spees said. 
After giving birth. Spees said 
6pkc:ans 
Hours: 
M-lh 11-12 ' 
'-SatI1-1 
Sun 1-11 





Stroh's Light 6pkcans 
Christian Bros 1.5 liter 
(Chablis-Vin-Rose-Napa Rose-Burgundy) 
LanghoH'scha. G..rman WI".. 
rlI 20% OFF 
~ Gordon's .~ Vodka :"-- liter 
Don Emilio 'aquila 
light or dark 750 ml 
Jim Beam liter 
rhe most convenient store in 
town offers a Wide selection 
~."';'/~Iili~ of cheese. meats and fresh 
bokecl bread. 
Pale ., Daily Egyptian, September 24, 1_ 
~~~t:os r~!~:nhc:~~ta~~~~ 
years old. She was amaLed 
when the woman was first given 
her baby. Spees said the woman 
didn't know what to do next. or 
how to hold or fondle the infant. 
T ..... on old·'o.hloned coun'ry 
driv. through .he lor .. '. 
W. have 'oun'oin drink. ond 
old· 11m. goodl ... sodas. ond 
,he biQVft' ond best sond-
wiehe. in .own I 
South of Murphysboro on 




I Receive a FREE 6 oz cup of coffee 
.L--_-_ .. -~~~----!'II .... ~~ 
SIU ARENA 
-
This weekend ••• Eat, Eat,Eat ! 
ThIs Saturday! A campus ~I AD for $2.39. And aD you have 
bonanza! AU the hotcakes, syrup, butter. to do Is just sit. relax. and 
and sizzling patties of pure pork enjoy while the Special AU· Y ou-Can-
sausage you can eat. AU the fresh, Munch Brunch hostess keeps the 
hot coffee you can drink. No limit. {)A. hotcakes, sausage. and coffee 
No kidding! coming till you cry "Uncle"! 
Y 01.111 get a cold glass of The $2.39 AU-Y ou.Qm·Munch-
juice, too. Orange. Grapefruit. or Me Brunch. ThIs Saturday 7-10:30 
a soothing transfusion of V·S a.m. Fill up this weekend at 
or tomato juice. Whichever. • ........ ,.. Campus McDonald's 
Teacher uses household items 
to help predict earthquakes 
8v Patrick Williams 
Student Writer 
A plastic cocktail cup. a 
section of drain tile and a small 
piece of film hardly seem at 
horne among the complex tools 
of science. 
But. those items provide a 
fairly reliable means to predict 
eartnquakes for Sheila Steele. a 
visiting lecturer in the Geology 
Department. 
Steele uses thE>m to measure 
radon gas released from sub· 
surface rocks. ..\n increasing 
amount of the gas indicates 
possible seismic activity. 
She spoke on her research 
with radon as part of a mini-
lecture series on earthquakes 
and volcanot's Wednesdav at 
the l'niversity Museum. • 
Sitting in an office littered 
with charts and graphs, Steele 
explained prior to her lecture 
how. over the past five years. 
she has studied the correlation 
between radun and earthquakes 
along the :"4ew Madrid fault in 
the Missouri Bootheel. 
To measure radon. Steele 
buries sections of drain tile in 
and around the fault zone. In 
each, she places a plastic cup 
with a section of radiatii>n 
-Campus C}1riefs--
DESIGS ISITIATIVE will hold a 
car wash from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m 
Sunday at APCO, 509 S. Illinois. $1.50 
will be charged. 
THE SJU Frisbee Club will hold a 
car wash from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m, 
Saturday at APCO, 509 S. Ulinois. for 
51.50. Money raised will go towards 
new uniforms and traveling ex-
penses.. 
TELPRO will hold a car wax from 
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday at the 
Dairy Queen Parking Lot. 508 S. 
minois. 
BRIEFS POLICY - The dndllne 
for items for Campus Briefs is _D 
two days before publicatioD. The 
items mllst be typewrltteD. aDd 
must Inc'olde time. date. place and 
spDlIIIOr of tbe event and tbe name 
and telephooe number of tbe pe.--
submitting tbe item. Items should be 
delivered or mailed to tbe Dally 
Egyptian newsroom, Com. 
municatlons Building. Room IZ47. A 
brief will be publisbed OIIce and OIIly 
as space allowil. 
LIQUOR MART 
109 N. Washinaton 
Carbondale. II. 
451-2121 
sensitive film taped to it. As 
radon comes to the surface it 
produces alpha particles. which 
strike the film and leave 
"holes" in it. 
Counting these holes tells 
Steele how much gas has been 
releas(>d. She said a sudden 
increase in this amount is "a 
very reliable indicator" of 
pending tremblors. The longer 
the increase lasts, the greater 
the event. 
"I kind of thought I might not 
find anything significant." 
Steele said of beginning her 
work as part of her master's 
thesis in 19i7. But she found 
"beautiful correlatio.ls right off 
the bat." 
In fact, these "bt'autiful 
correlations" enabled her to 
predict (not publicly) with some 
accuracy a small event near 
Caruthersville. Mo. in 19i9. 
"1 really lucked out when I 
chose radon to study," Steele 
said. 
She has been a little less lucky 
with the police in the Bootheel 
though. 
Area poiice once took one of 
her cups and sent it to the state 
crime lab in Cape Girardeau for 
Morgaritas 1.25 
Dos Equis 1.GO 
Drafts.50 
testing. Tht'y suspected drugs. 
As she was leaving the empty 
tile, she was stopped by police 
and brought to the station to 
explain her work to authoritil'S 
and a gathering of townspeople 
who carne to see the "big drug 
runner." 
Although radon and other 
predictors have been used to 
save lives in China, Steele said. 
earthquake forecasting is still 
in the eXIJ(~rimental stage. 
This fact was echoed bv Jerry 
Reynolds, a geography in-
structor, who lectured about 
minimizing earthquake 
damage. 
A very large earthquake in 
this area could kill up to 480 
people and injure another 
50.000. he said. It could cause 
about $4.5 billion in damage 
The best we can do, he saId. is 
to avoid placing objects where 
they might fall and strike 
people. Falling objects claim 
most quake victims. 
However, earthquakes aren't 
completely bad. at least for 
waterbed owners, Reynolds 
said with a smile. "Waterbeds 
may give you a really good trip 
during an earthquake." 
Tequila Sunrise 1.GO 
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French more than a language; 
club explores food, slang, song 
• ~~~~~~~~·~~Ii 
R" Da\'id \.iss 
Siude-nl Wrile-r 
French cuisine. slang and 
drinking songs are some of the 
topics the French Club is 
planning for its programs this 
faIL 
Thf' club will hold its first 
meet Ig this Sunday at 3::\0 
p.m. oy the Campus Lake boat 
docks. 
The club is open not only to 
French students, but to anyone 
who has an interest in French 
language and culture. ac-
cording to French instructor 
Judy Aydl. faculty adviser for 
the club. 
Though active membership is 
limited to SIU-C students, 
everyone is welcome to attend 
any French Club activities, 
Aydt said. Meetings will be held 
about once a month. she saId. 
The French Club is planning 
presentations on French slang 




at the Oasis 
4pm-7pm 
graduatt' teaching assistant 
Claudine Delhommt'. a nati\'e of 
France. Also. m~mbers will 
have a chance to learn "'rench 
folk dancing and folk music. 
including French drinking 
songs. Aydt said. 
A cooking demonstration in 
which members will be able to 
bring in recipes for French 
cuisine is also planned. The 
recipes will be compiled and 
printed as a cookbook. which 
will be made available to the 
public. Aydt said. 
The club is also considering a 
reading of French poetry. 
Professor Maurice Omeara of 
the Foreign Languages and 
Literatures Department will 
present some of his poetry, 
which has been published in 
France, Aydt said. 
The French Club has taken 
several trips to St. Louis and 
Chicago in the past. and there 
2 for 1 Speedralls 
504 Lone Star. 
Sigma Phi Epsilon 
Benefit for United Way 
Everyone is Welcome! 
Money collected from students 
will be donated to United Way. 
Pate 10. Daily EgyptiaD, September H •• -
may be som£' French cultural 
£'xhibits in thos£' citi£'s this y£'ar. 
A",dt said. 
The club is entirely self-
supporting, Aydt said. Fund· 
raising events such as French 
bake sales, quiche sales and T-
shirt sales are held whenever 
the club needs money, she said. 
FRIDAY ~ Nucleus ~19S'III'AV.J 
NIGHT----;;;;"""~ 
Happy Hour 2·8pm 
Membership in the "'rench 
Club costs $1, Aydt said. The 
money is used for the club's 
picture in the Obelisk II 
yearbook. 
·1. Wine 15~ Drafts 50 ..... :. 
.... ;n" Speedrails l~C ~ ,.~ ... 
rr Mary C. Rudasill~ 
and 
. for Parents' Weekend 
Treva H. O'Neill 
have opened 
Rudasill & O'Neill 
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artist directory is 
break for talented 
By Nancy Zehr 
Student Writer 
Artists of Southern Illinois 
have a new way to publicize 
their talents. 
The Community and 
Educational Arts Association is 
compiling a regional resource 
directory for artists. 
Jean Shisler, CEAA director, 
said the Southern Illinois Artist 
Directory "will hold names o! 
performing and visual artist:; 
and arts consultants. 
"What we're looking for is not 
only those who want to be 
known as artists, but also those 
who want to give programs," 
said Shisler. 
CEAA is a not-for-profit 
organization promoting arts 
associations in the 34 
southernmost counties. 
The directory will be used by 
community organizations, high 
schools, institutions of higher 
education, and individuals, 
Shisler said, to locate artistic 
talent while programming 
events. Eventually the direc-
tory will be computerized at one 
III the regional community 
colleges. 
Funded by the Illinois Arts 
Council, the directory is an 
attempt to help artists in rural 
southern Illinois develop 
communication with those 
groups which may be interested 
in some facet of artistic 
programming, Shisler said. 
Artists can inquire at the 
CEAA office on weekday 
mornings, Shisler said. and 
complete a permission ap-
plication, choosing which of 40 
categories they want to be listed 
in. Shisler said it costs the ar-
tists nothing to send in a fonn. 
The CEAA began compiling 
names in April. "We probably 
have allaut 75 names already. 
We have a lot to go," she said. 
Shisler said she thinks some 
artists are reluctant to be listed 
because "it pins them down." 
"They're afraid of getting an 
overwhelming response. Then 
they'd have to turn people away 
and they couldn't handle that," 
she said. 
She said some are content 
with the work they have and 
don't want more. 
However, Shisler said she is 
pleased with the variety of 
applicants so far. Among them 
have been a concert violinist 
and violin maker, a poet, a 
consultant in marketing, grant 
writing and publicity, a film 
maker, and a bluegrass country 
music band. 
While no SIU-C students are 
on the list yet, Shisler said after 
the directory is complete more 
student artists will see the 
advantage of the directory 
during their stay in Southern 
Illinois. 
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Viola Dorney types using a device she made from a stick. two straws and an eraser. 
She left nursing home for college 
B,· :'.Ian Pries 
siarr Writer 
After being cared for in a 
nursing home for 20 years. 
living alone and going to college 
are new experiences for Viola 
Irene Dorney. 
Being a 47-year-old han-
dicapped woman sets Dorney 
apart from the average fresh-
man. Dorney uses a wheelchair 
because her legs and arms are 
partially paralyed from the 
disease sylngomeJia which is a 
deterioration of the nerves in 
the spine. She wishes she would 
have known 20 years earlier 
tt.at she could leave the nursing 
home to have a life of her own_ 
"Wben I compare myseH to 
Power ~tudents in the class. 
sometImes I feel like I am out 
there on the left limb. However. 
the scudents and the teachers 
arE-il't supposed to treat me 
different and they don't." 
An attendant helps Dorney 
with housekeeping. cooking, 
changing clothes for classes and 
getting in bed, but for the last 
year she has been basically 
living an independent life for 
the first time. "It's a whole 
'nother world that I haven't 
gotten used to yet." 
Dorney smiled thoughtfully 
and said she is proud of herseH 
for wha t she is doing ... I feel like 
I am part of the outside world ... 
Whether she gets good grades 
in her general studies this 
semester. Dorney feels good 
just knowing she is trying. 
Dorney said getting her 
education will help her to enjoy 
life because she will have new 
skills. 
"Right now. things are pretty 
rushy and crazy, but it will be 
worth it." she said. 
Dorney said she spends the 
majority of her time studying. 
,,' listen to students talk about 
partying and' wonder how they 
have the time. I get up with my 
books. I read in the afternoon, 
and I study until it's time to get 
ready for bed." 
As the semester progresses, 
the homework increases a lot, 
said Dorney. '" just keep 
pushing myself tl) study. It's 
hard for a handicapped person 
because I only have so much 
strength to go on and can only 
push myseH so far and then I 
know that's it." 
Dorney has pushed herself 
hard from the time she first 
decided to leave the nursing 
home. She had only gone to 
school until eighth grade. and 
her education had lapsed back 
to a fourth- or fifth-grade level. 
This did not stop her from 
studying enough to get the 
equivalent of a high school 
diploma. 
The Doors. a developmental 
vocational rehabilitation group. 
and the Illinois Gardenship of 
Advancement. a branch of 
rehabilitation, have helped 
Dorney discover new op-
portunities for her life. 
"I learned that 1 could go out 
on my own while I was in the 
nursing home listening to 
cassettes from the 
organizations of the physical 
handicappea ana Duna. With the 
help of the Doors. it took me six 
months to get out of the nursing 
r-----------------I Kutp;ticn I 
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horne." she said. 
Dornev said the Doors are 
now rla'nning to send her to 
schoo in Indianapolis if her 
grades are high enough after 
her first semester at SIU·C. She 
has never seen the Indianapolis 
school. but is not worried. 
"I never knew about SIl7 until 
they sent me here." she said. "I 
just have to trust them. They 
are paying the bills. so 1 am not 
going to start saying no to the 
opportunities they give me." 
Where Dorney will go to 
school after December is not 
clear right now. However. she 
said if she ~'le5 to Indianapolis 
she wants to major in computer 
science and arts. 
"I want to be able to oral 
paint so that I can have 
something to break the 
monotony of working in one 
field," she said. 
As you watch Hunnicutt 
and his Manin Guitar, it 
doesn't take long to see he's a 
world class picker and his songs are 
indeed a blend of bluegrass, 
rhythm and blues. country and 
western. and rock and roll. 
Tonight 7:30pm 
in the Student Center Ballroom B 
Free International Coffee 
sm Studenu $1.00 
General Public $2.00 
MSPO'1S0Ired bV:IIIC Center Prc)OrlClmml'1gV 
The Flight Restaurant 
Parent sDay 
Sunday Brunch 
ALL YOU CAN EAT 10:30-2:00 
Homemade soup, salads. rolls, topping., 
drinks. desserts. fruits. fresh entrees and airplanes. 
Call us for all your coter;n~ needs. 
Southern Illinois Ai ort 549-8522 
Business School has grown, 
says ex-dean Henry J. Rehn 
t?at6()naa/f1'j A/flWf1Jt 
7;nf1 ~fljtaU'l:ant 
William Jason Vong 
Staff Writer 
Some students mav not 
realize it. but the General 
Classroom Building was 
renamed last spring. 
The building is now Henry J. 
Rehn Hall. after the first dean 
of the School of Vocations and· 
Professions. 
Rehn served as dean of the 
school for 12 years from 1945 to 
1957 and dean of the Business 
School for eight years from 1957 
to 1965. 
The renaming of the building 
was part of the 25th anniversary 
celebration of the College of 
Business and Administration. 
v:l;i~lt took place last spring. 
Rehn said that he feels 
honored and pleased to have the 
building named after him. 
"Although I am pleased about 
it. I feel that the growth of the 
college is a result of many, 
many people." Rehn said. "I 
was fortunate to have worked 
with excellent and hardworking 
people." 
In 1945. when the University 
was organized into three 
categories - education, liberal 
arts and sciences, and vocations 
and professions - the Depart-
ment of Business was placed in 
the latter catergory. 
Rehn, 81, said that when he 
took office, the department had 
only five programs: ac-
counting, management, 
marketing, secretarial and 
business education and 
economics. 
Secretarial and business 
education later became part of 
the College of Education and 
economics came under the 
College of Fine Arts. 
b~~i~::~ th:d:f!f~e:~o~~ 
economics, and industrial 
education became the School of 
Business and Industry. A few 
vears later, Industrial 
EdUcation became the School of 
Engineering of today. During 
this period, the Department of 
Business had only 15 faculty 
members. Rehn said that 
many changes have taken place 
since he left the deanship. 
"There has been a rapid 
growth in terms of progress, 
courses, enrollment and faculty 
size," he said. 
"When I became dean, 
enrollment in the University 
was fewer than 1,000. When I 
retired in 1965, enrollment had 
SUlI Photo by Rlda Sui 
Henry J. Reha 
increased to about 23,000, which "One always has regrets in 
is about the same as the current one's career." Rehn said. "But 
enrollment," he said. there are things which 
Rehn said that when he sometimes are beyond one's 
became dean in 1945, the reach." 
b\.Isiness department had only 
two faculty members, Susie He declined to give particular 
Ogden and Harves Rahe, both of examples. 
whom are now retired. Today, 
the college bas 66 faculty Rehn obtained his bachelor·s 
members. r: A~== C!D~: 
"Faculty mambers IIOW hold 1924. He received his master's 
more advanced degrees than 
7(ltltlltillf: 
02 
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I:: lerftaUonal 
Jasltiolfs 
A boutique devoted exclusively 
to Imports. Visit us for peasant 
folk and embroidered d~es, silk 
scarves, hand bags, hand blocked 
spreads, iewelry and rugs. 





SKIInS 7.99.14.99 and up 
SALE ONlY IN DOWNTOWN STORE 
306 S. illinois Ave 
those in the past," he said. degree in accounting from the 
~'Past faculty had less formal InUnni;v5ers=ity5°5f05reg~~on~~1'n~I;925='==!=!5:5====!5=5==5==55iil training." 
Rehn said he would like to see 
additional resources for the 
expansion of programs in the 
Business School. Rehn said his 
two greatest achievements as 
dean of the Business School 
were "getting the school to a 
rolling start" and gaining 
membership to the American 
Association of Collegiate School 
of Business in 1960. 
He said he also has some 
regrets. 
Tonight & Saturday: 
315 S. illinois Ave. 
529-3851 
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Custody support group starts up 
By Michele Inman 
Staff Writer 
Those who believe that 
custody hearings are usually 
won by the mothers are in for a 
surprise. 
Diana Womack-Linzee was 
surprised. 
Womack-Linzee, a mental 
health community worker from 
DuQuoin, lost her two children 
in 1980 to her former husband of 
nine years in a custody battle. 
"I was devastated by the 
court decision," Womack-
Linzee said. 
Her husband was awarded 
custody of her son, 8, and 
daughter. 6. because of 
"availability," she said. 
Although both parents were 
deemed fit to adequately care 
for the children, her husband's 
family said they could watch 
the children after school since 
they live in DuQuoin. Her 
family lives in Wisconsin. 
After losing her children, 
Womack-Linzee said she un-
derwent an identity crisis, 
according to the Paducah Sun. 
June 1982. 
"I was a mother for !1!!le 
years. All of:l sudden I wasn't. I 
lost who and what I was." 
But. Mothers Without 
Custody, Inc. came to her 
rescue. 
"I had nQ place to go and no 
fh~~:"~a "~~~~k-;~:~ a:~t 
~Iothers Without Coustody on 
the Phil Donahue show. I joined 
in July 1981." 
Now Womack-Linzee is the 
Southern lIIinois coordinator for 
Mothers Without Custody. 
"The group gives a modality 
for women to talk about their 
problems, anything surroun-
ding the divorce situation and 
the custody situation," she said. 
The group is a nationwide, 
non-profit. support organization 
for women living separatt'd 
from their children. Womal'k-
Linzee said it was startt'd in 
Massachussetts in 1981 by Ellen 
Kimbell. a radio talk show host 
who voluntarily gave up 
custody of her children because 
she feli the,,' would be better off 
with their father. 
A meeting of the Southern 
Illinois chapter will be at 6:30 
p.m. ~:.;nday at 205 ~astwater 
St., Pinckneyville. 
When she joined the 
organization, Womack-Linzee 
said, 'there weren't any women 
that belonged to l\lother's 
Without Custody in Southern 
Illinois." That's what motivated 
her to start a chapter in 
DuQuoin. Now, she said, there 
are four women in the Southern 
Illinois chapter and three others 
who have demonstrated interest 
in joining. 
Womack-Linzee said the 
group has, "given me sources of 
support and helped me realize 
that there are other women out 
there in the same predicament 
as I am." She continUed. "It has 
given me something to focus my 
time on, I have all this time on 
my hands. Before 1 was a full-
time motht>r now 1 ha,,·t> tht> kids 
only evt>ry other wE'Ckl'nd." 
Womack-LinzE'C said mem-
bers of tht> ~OIJP han'lost their 
children thrO\l~h court dt'Cision, 
\'oluntary Mt('hangt> of custody. 
('hildstt>aling by ex-spouses and 
statt> intervt>ntion in which 
children are in foster homes or 
alternath'e care. 
"Nobody understands the 
stigma attacht'd to being a non-
custodial mother." Womack-
Linzee said. Losing friends and 
being alienated are some of the 
consequences, she said, "They 
get flak from the outside world 
because tht>y don't have their 
kids. Pt'Ople say, ·Well. what's 
wrong with you. Why don't you 
have your kids?'" But. "in 
reality, some of the mother's 
decisions were based on what's· 
right for their children while 
others were taken away for 
incompetency ... 
Mothers Without Custody 
meets monthly to discuss 
common problems, goals and 
feelings, Womack-Linzee said, 
Problems include what to tell 
parents, friends and relatives 
how to handle discipline issueS 
and how to deal with child 
support issues. 
Edible plants workshop Saturday 
Edible wild plants will be the 
subject of a workshop Saturday 
at the Touch of Nature Center 
near Little Grassy Lake. 
Tht> program will begin at 10 
a.m. with a lecture designed to 
aCQuaint students with plants 
and their uses. ethics and 
poisonous plants. During lunch, 
thE' center will provide a variety 
of dishes made from wild plants 
and other ingredients, 
the center to identify and 
sample a variety of wild edible 
plants. 
The program is free and open 
to all ages. Registration can be 
made by calling Jim Jordan at 
529-4161. 
The afternoon session will 
highlight a trip. t~ a field near 
I 
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Calendar to show SIU-C men 
By Shelia Washington 
Staff Writer 
They say they're doing it for 
pratical business experience, 
but Pi Sigma Epsilon's plan to 
feature SIU-C's cutest, sexiest, 
and most photogenic men in a 
1983 calendar could be seen as 
mixing business with pleasure. 
According to Jeff Cole, PSE 
president, the production of the 
year-round wall sprucers of 
SIU-C huggables results from 
the demand of students. "The 
basic premise of our 
organization is to find a demand 
and to fill that demand with a 
project worth selling," he said. 
Other members of PSE, a 
professional marketing 
fraternity, agrC{' the idea is 
worth selling. "Some of my 
girlfriends have called me to 
submit the _ namel; C! guys titey 
know: and guy!; have even 
called to nominate themselves 
as candidat8i4or the calendar," 
said Nancy Salm, aPSE 
member who will help screen 
the candidates for the calendar. 
"We are working hard to 
make it a success," she said. " 
We can't wait to meet all the 
candidates. " 
The calendar's official debut 
is scheduled for November. The 
positive reactior. from students 
who are looking to find tall and 
dark,or short and fair, but 
definitely handsome male SJU-
e students has forced PSE to 
extend its deadline for can-
didate nominations from Friday 
to Monday, Cole said. 
"We're looking for the fashion 
model or sports-type man who 
is generally good looking and 
photogentic," said Rita Kup-
stys. a PSE member who ad-
mits to propositioning at-
tractive men for preliminary 
photography sessions. 
Last semester PSE printed a 
"Women of SJU" calendar but 
there was little demand for it, 
PSE members said the 
calendar may never reappear 
until they feel that there is a 
demand for it. 
Free folk festival 
comes to DuQuoin 
Tilrn of the century crafts. 
Colk music and historical 
displays will be featured at the 
Southern Illinois Annual Folk 
Festival at the Du Quion State 
Fairgrounds Friday through 
Sunday. 
A gospel sing will highlight 
the festival Saturday night 
featuring the G10rylanders and 
the Gene Fuller Singers. Show 
time is 7:30 p.m. at the main 
grandstand stage. 
Admission is free Friday, but 
there will be $2 per vehicle' on 
~aturday and Sunday. Parking 





611 s. rllJnois· 
1 Block Froni~ 
But PSE is optimistic about 
the success of the mens' 
calendar. "The idea is going 
over well because we've had a 
positive response from 
students," Kupstys said. 
To enter a candidat\~ for the 
calendar, a flyer aski!1g the 
name and addresses oC the 
candidate and the submittee 
must be filled out and taken to 
the Marketing Department, 
second floor of the Rehn 
Building. Thus far, 40 flyers 
have been returned to PSE. 
PSE has put more than one 
thousand man hours of business 
experience into the calendar 
project, Cole said. He said their 
venture has led them to cross 
paths with graphic artists, 
photographers and printers. 
women, some men are not 
receptive towards the idea. 
Joseph Rosenthal. sophomore 
in physics, said "U's a good 
idea. but I won't buy it because I 
prefer women". 
David Glielmi, junior in 
ph.ilosophy said, "Obviously 
th!s publication is sexually 
onented. It is aimed at the 
~rs~~les, a gay man or an ar-
Cole and other members of 
PSE contend that the calendar 
will mIt reflect sexual ob-
scenity, and that the most 
anyone can expect to see is" a 
bare chest." 
Questions on these and other areas 
Cole said that the "Men of 
SIU" wiii be the first of annual 
calendars featuring SIU-C men. 
"We hope to sell the calendar 
not only to SIU-C students, but 
also to the Carbondale com-
munity, surrounding areas, and 
even out of state if possible," he 
said. 
He said that the "Men of SJU" 
calendar will capture the 
diversified student population 
of SJU-C by featuring various 
men. 
can be answered thru FREE TUTORIALS. 
For more information and appointments 
contact: 
Although the idea is catching 
on and receiving an overall 
positive reaction from SIU-C 
The calendar, which PSE 
estimates will cost $5, will be on 
sale in November at 710 
Bookstore, University 
Bookstore and Meis Depart-
ment Store in the University 
Mall. 
THE SPECIAL SUPPORTIVE SERVICES 
PROJECT 
TUTORIAL COORDINATOR 
C·16. WOODY HALL 
453·5229 or 453·5197 
Take Charge At 11. 
In most jobs, at 22 care of sophisticated 
you're near the bottom equipment worth 
of the ladder. millions of dollars. 
In the Navy, at Ifs a bigger chal-
22 you can be a leader. lenge and a lot more 
After just 16 weeks responsibility than 
of leadership training, most corporations give 
you're an officer. You'll you at 22. The rewards 
have the kind of job '"i!pr;~ireir"""~Co~=fler~~are bigger, too. There's 
your education and training a package of benefits, 
you for, and the decision-making au- including special duty pay. The starting 
I 
thority you need to make the most of it. salary is S16,400-more than most com-
As a college graduate and offi.::er panies would pay you right out of colleg~. 
candidate, your Navy training is geared After four years. with regular promo-
to making you a leader. There is no boot tions and pay increases. your salary \\;11 
camp. Instead, you receive professional have increased to as much as S29,800. 
training to help you build the technical . As a Navy officer. you grow, through 
and management skills you'll need as a new challenges, new tests of your skills, 
Navy officer. - - - - - - -, and new opportunities r ~vTo;ro~!'lITY W 1M d d This training is to a vance vour e u-
designed to instill I ~1~~!1:~?~1i;'~~~"1~~7015 I cation, incl~ding the 
confidence by first- I::: I'm noadv to take charge. 1011 me mo", .bout I possibility of attending 
hand experience. You I the Navy·.';ffi~rprogTOm.. ,()Go I graduate school while 
learn by doing. On N.m"' ...... ----,,,--_--:;p"",-."';-:::-:---, ... -:-::-- I you're in the Navy. I .-\dd~· j -- un:-\pl.--=----- k 
your first sea tour, I City s, ... ___ Z'P--- I Don't just ta e a 
you're responsl'ble for J·ob. Become a Navy I A~tCollt"p'/Uni"~f'!iity I 
managing the work of I :~I·,·jrO'r·n/ •. clo;nllo·r" aGP'> I °EffieCnera'tan2d2 take charge. 
up to 30 men and the _, .. v . 
I Phon,. Sumbe-r IA,._ Cod .. 1 I 
I ~:::~[~~~~~~:~~~~~~~:~~:~~ .. ~~~ I L ~=::::::::I:'" ____ - - J 
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Parents Day this weekend 
Students polish halos for folks 
By Jt'anna Huntt'r 
Staff Writer 
Many dorm rooms are being 
swept for the first time and 
refrigerators are being emptied 
of all potentially intoxicating 
substances. Massive cleaning is 
taking place all over Car-
bondale right now in 
preparation for the influx of 
furious parents planning to visit 
their sons iii1d daughters on 
Parents Dav 1982. -
Students Polish their halos for 
Saturday's and Sundav's 
events. :\!om and dad and little 
brother want to go toa real 
college football game. They'll 
have their chance at 2 p.m. 
Saturdav at McAndrew 
Stadium -when the Salukis face 
Arkansas State. 
If all goes well at the game. 
mom won't have to sit nexl to 
McAndre'" Stadium's residenl 
drunk and dad won't get popped 
in the head by a piece of 
renegade ice. 
During the game, Richard 
and Karen Zucco. parents of 
Rhonda Zucco. 22. second vear 
graduate student in guidance 
and counseling. will be in-
troduced as the winners of the 
Parents Dav essay contest. The 
Zuccos. from Washington. will 
receive free accommodations at 
the Holidav Inn in Carbondale. 
box seats for the football game 
and other gifts. 
While the Zuccos receive VIP 
treatment from Vniversity 
offiCials. other parents ",ill be 
satisfied to simply visit with 
their student and participate in 
the many activities arranged 
especially for parents. 
One meal. lunch at 11 a.m 
Saturday for S1.75 with "junior" 
at any of the three residence 
hall cafeterias, where as the 
students say . "you have to kill it 
before you can eat it." will 
explain the continuing requests 
from students for care 
packages crammed full of food. 
If anything good comes of 
Parents Day. it's mom and 
dad's new found appreciation 
for the suffering students en-
dure ju!'t by eating each day. 
Henceforth. upon returning 
home for a weekend. one will be 
sure to find his favorite meal 
waiting. Don't miss this chance 
to condition your parents for the 
future. 
For students who want to 
treat their parents to a taste of 
;'ood service's talents. the 
Student Programming Council 
and the t:iiiversity Food Service 
have arranged iwo !;uHet 
brunches, one each for Satur-
day and Sunday. They have also 
scheduled a buffet dinner for 
Saturda} evening. These meals 
will be served in Ballroom D. 
Tickets are available at the 
door. Prices at the door for the 
brunches are $5.95 for adults, 
$4.95 for students and children 
under 10. Tickets at the door for 
the Saturday evening dinner are 
$7.15 for adults and 56.15 for 
students and children under 10 
Entertainment will also be 
provided at the meals. At 
Saturday's brunch. one not only 
gets the food. but also a fashion 
and style show presented by the 
Clothing and Textile Depart-
ment's Fashion ClUb. Diners at 
Saturday's dinner buffet 
begil;ning at 5 p.m. will be 
entertained by Sapphire. a jazz 
musical group. Sunday's 
brunch at 9 a.m. will feature 
Gus Pappelis. 
Parents Day is like going to 
the zoo - "see the animals in 
their environment." But. the 
animals are on their best 
behavior. Positive proof of this 
exists in the fact that, a Dessert 
Cabaret, at 8:30 p.m. Ballroom 
0, or Lotte Goslar's Pantomime 
Circus, at 8 p.m. in Shryock 
Auditorium are not traditional 
forms of Saturday evening 
entertainment. Yet, these 
shows will probably be heavily 
attended bv students and their 
parents. And, parents, being 
PLAZA GRILL 
Daily Lunch Specials 
549-2514 
CHmft HOUSE 
701 B S. Illinois Avenue 
Carbondale. IllinOis 
TEL 618/549-5032 
e New Location 
eMoreSeats 
e Much letter Atmosphere 
e lest Food In C'dale at 
-_sonable Prices 
e 'oocI"Declally prepared 
for Malaysia & Muslim students 
MON THRU THURS 11·10 Soturday 4-11 pm 
FRIDAY 11·11 4·10 
""naln "'fa Coupon 'or Our 
WEEKLY SPECIAl 
50c DISCOUNT ON AU QfC)W MEIN DISHES 
INCLUDING CHINESE STYLE 
SOFT NOODLES 
GOOD UNTIL OCT. 3, 1912 
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parents. will be ple .. sed to know 
that their students have 
developed some cultural in-
terests. 
The Dessert Cabaret will 
feature as entertainment 
students and staff performing a 
variety of acts including folk 
and Irish music. jugglers. 
mime, comedy and magic. 
Tickets are available at the 
door for S1.50. 
Lotte Goslar's Pantomime 
Circus is more than just a mime 
show. it ('!'"!!ph<lsizes theater. 
dance and laughter. Tickets are 
$10. $8.50 and $7 50. 
At some point during their 
stay, mom is sure to ask to see 
the campus. Little rloes she 
know that you can't get 
anywhere significant on 
campus without walking al~';. 
that the trek between here and 
there in four-inch heels can 
seem like a hundred mile:;. You 
shrug the uncomfortabh.' w.1lk 
off as "mom's problem." and 
procede to display your 
knowlege about the campus. 
The Recreation Center has a 
solution to the campus tour 
blues. The entire weekend they 
are offering tours and free use 
of the rec building for parents 
when accompanied with an SIU-
C student. In the Student 
Center, free bowling and 
billiards are offered, from to 
a.m_ to 7 p.m. Saturday, to 
parents accompanied by an 
SIU-C student. 
For those parents who want to 
start early on Parents Day, the 
SPC has scheduled Ed Hun-
~~~~:ryt:nJb~~mu~~~e:[;~:o 
p.m. Friday in Ballroom B. 
The film "On Golden Pond" 
wi~ be shown at 7 and 9 p.m. 
Fnday and Saturday in the 
Student Center Auditorium. 
99~ 
Falafel 
eveN Fri-~ ....,,,.,,, ,,,.J'" 
" ~'\! I ... KM ,.".. 
Sunda,' IIIHI ""s,...,. NIII ",n till 
4,m 











wiH be held at Temple Beth Jacob 
Rides Available 
549·6438 
: W4 The American Tap 




75C Jack Daniels 
70¢ Seagrams 1 
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'"1 'Run for Justice' to publicize Autumn Harvest Sale 
Join the Fun and Reap the Savings FBI treatment of Peltier case Sept. 23, 24, 25 Bv Juliana Anascasoff 
staff Writer 
A 17-mile "Run for Justice" 
from the Federal Building in 
Carbondale to the U.S. Federal 
Penitentiary in Marion will 
begin at 9 a.m. Saturday. The 
event will be sponsored by the 
Leonard Peltier Support Group 
of Carbondale. 
The run will begin with 
prayers and a pipe ceremony 
and end with another pipe 
ceremony at 4 p.m. 
Peltier was sentenced to two 
consecutive life terms in 1977 
for aiding and abetting the 
deaths of two FBI agents on 
Pine Ridge Reservation two 
vears earlier. 
- Interviewed by telephone, 
Peltier said, "We have more 
than enough evidence to prove 
my case and to prove that the 
governmant falsely u"ed 
evidence to incarcerate mt'. 
"I would encourage e\'ery 
citizen to become involved in 
my case. There has been a 
severe violati{ln of my con-
stitutional rigt.ts and if my 
rights are tJeing violated, 
what's preventing it from 
happening to another innocent 
citizen?" 
The group is spo'lsoring the 
run to increa!>e public 
awareness of Peltier's case. 
They said it is especially im-
portant for people in Southern 
Illinois to be aware of the facts 
of the case since Peltier is 
imprisioned in their com-
munity. 
Since then, Peltier's defense 
committee has obtained in-
formation from FBI files under 
the Freedom of Informantion 
Act that they said will prove the 
FBI f<Jbricated and withheld 
evicience. coerced testimony, 
committed Durjury and 0b-
structed justice. 
Stephanie Autumn, a 
representive of the American 
Indian Movement and paralegal 
for Peltier, said that in addition 
to increasing public awareness 
of Peltier's case, those par-
ticipating in the run want 
prayers and energy generated 
to give Peltier strength to en-







Autumn also said that she and 
others who are participating in 
the run have been fasting since 
Wednesday to mourn the deaths 
of the Palestinian refugees who 
were murdered last week in 
_West Beriut. 
Peltier's defense team will 
submit an answer on Oct. 1 to 
the Justice Department on 
Peltier's writ of habeas corpus. 
The habeas corpus petition is a 
legal step seeking the release 'If 


































A baltery fresh roll with spice ham, bofoBna,American 
cheese & gamisn,Served with pickle & chips 
Pitchers of Busch -$1.25 
or Coke 




FRI through MON 
Nelson & 
Pitchers - $1~l5 
.. ........... . • 
Prices have been drastically reduced 
.' . Come see the Plants 
in our Shadehouse Paradise 
reg. sale 
Hawaiian Schefflera 26.95 19.95 
Areca Palms 25.95 19.95 
Fig Trees(6'-T) 85.00 69.95 
Asparagus Ferns 10.95 7.95 
Philly 10.95 7.95 
Our 3" & 6" Potted Plants 
are reduced 20% -50% 
So come on out and celebrate the 
Autumn Harvest, FREE Refreshments will be 
available, and you will be able to register for our 
daily drawing of a free plant 
Fir-Sure Tropical Foliage Co. 
The Interior·Plontscope Specialists 
Specializing in plants that survive . 
~ Open 9,00 am-6:00 pm ~ __ . 




~.,'oBlI",e Ci .. ~ •• 
Saturday, September 25, 8:00 p.m. 
Tickets: $10.00. 8.50. 7.50 
A delightful mixture of pantomime. 
modem dance and comedy. 
Call 453-3378 
n Shryock Auditorium 
ta:II Celebrity Series 
• 
Box-affine open 
11:30 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
HOMECOMING 
HEADQUARTERS 
K_rt'''' __ .. u 
c.rItoncIIIle.ll ••• 1 
First quality assortment of 
Women's Coordinates at 
20-50% savings 




.. '.·1 .... 
Sun.·ll·' 
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-Campus '71riefs------- ,. Q1:00Wtl. ~~~~~, \~----. tEoo ~ANNY-YO YOM KIPPUR services will be 
held at 6 p.m. Sunday in Student 
Center Ballroom B. sponsored by 
the Hillel foundation. 
THE ~."RIBBE"N Students' 
Alsoc,ation will hold its inaugural 
meeting at 5 p m. Saturday in 
Student Center Missouri Room. 
Persons unable to attend can call 
549-74i7 after 7 p.m. 
TIlE MEN'S Rugby Club will hold 
its first home game at 1 p.m. 
Saturday, at the rugby pitch, next to 
Abe Martin baseball field. against 
the University of lllinois. Admission 
is free. 
AN OPEN house at the outdoor 
garden complex and g"",nhouses of 
the Department of Botany will be 
held from 9 to 12 a.m. Saturday and 
Sunday. The facilities are located 
south of the Life Science building. 
THE FRENCH Club will hold a 
picnic from 3:30 to 6 p.m. Sunday at 
the Campus Lake Boat Dock. 
.. FOOTBALL FEVER, "a film 
presented by Maranatha Campus 
Fellowship. will be shown at 7:30 
and 9:30 p.m. Friday at Grinnell 
Today's puzzle 
ACROSS 59 Parent 
t Honor 60 Street Sign 
cards 62 Put awall 
5 Game birds 65 Standard 
10 Snooty one 67 Doctor 
14 Beer makings 69 Peru Indian 
15 Midwest City 70 Single 
16 Present 71 Slow: MuSic 
17 Key 72 Emend 
18 External 73 Jog 
19 Protection 74 Ancestor 
20 Armor pteee 75 Famed lOCh 
22 Courage 
24 Applesauce! DOWN 
25 Intends 1 Paris pals 
27 Causes 2 Legal tender 
29 Squandered 3 Geometric 
32 Be sorry 'lIgure 
33 Fuss 4 Hardens 
34 Turl 5 Glad 
3f ,titch tidings: 
4lr Marine dock 2 words 
':2 .Iayelln 6 Large bird 
44 Support 7 Gnaws 
45 Wood S Crop 
47 Reserves 9 Breadwinner 
49 Beverage 10 Prono ... n 
50 Part 01 Nfld. 11 Alncan 
52 Wrangles 12 Tile Hunter 
54 Mercury alloy 13 Deleats 
58 Aphrodite'S 21 EnfOldS 
mother 23 Smear 
Puzzle answers 
are on Page 17. 
26 Photos 46 Shreds 
28 Vast areas 48 Notice 
29 Gender: 51 Jousl 
Abbr. 53 CIcsed 
30 Unused 54 Mature 
3 I Walk on 55 Large home 
35 ScottISh king 56 Kind 01 acid 
01 yore 57 MuShroom 
37 In all counties 61 Hang 
38 Narrative 63 Aras' SIster 
39 Potato buds 64 Specks 
41 Coffin 66 Asian let8 
43 TV part 68 Eroded 
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Hall Cafeteria. and at 7:30 and 9:30 
p.m. Saturday and Stmday. at Lentz 
Hall Dining Room I. 
BIRTIlRIGHT will be showing a 
film along with a presentation I'n 
abortion at 7 p.m. Friday in t.lI! 
Student Center Mississippi Room. 
Chi Alpha Fellowship will follow 
with worship and Bible leaching. 
TWILIGHT SWIM will be held at 
the Student Recreation Center 
Natatorium from 7 to 9 p.m. on 
Thursday and Sunaay evenings. 
Interested persons may call the SRC 
Information Cente~ for more in· 
formation at 536-5531. 
A MUSICAL, sp.)ni!ored by the 
Voices of God's TrIumph Choir of 
Hopewell baptist Church. at 7 p.m. 
Saturday and 3 p.m. Sunday at 400 
E. Jackson. Carbondale. Sunday's 
guests will be the Angelic Chimes of 
Louisville. Kentucky. 
TWO WORKSHOPS in canoeing 
basics will be offered by Outdoor 
Recreatior for Special Populations 
to prepare interested students for 
the Canoe Trip down the Black 
River Oct. 19. The workshops will be 
from 4 to 6 p. m. Monday. at Campus 
Lake Boat Dock. and from 3 to 5 
p.m. Monday at the Student 
Recreation Center pool. Those in-
terested can call 536-5531, Ext. 37 for 
more information. 
NEWHBORHOOD BIBLE 
Fellowship of Carbondale continues 
teaching the Gospel of Mark. with 
Glendall Toney speaking at 11 a.m. 
Sunday. at the Jackson County 
YMCA, 2500 W. Sunset. NBF will 
sponsor a square dance at 7:30 p.m. 
Saturday at the Carbondale Com· 
mtmity Center. fm E. College. 
ZETA PHI Beta Sorority :inc .• Mu 
Delta Chapter will present' . Greeks 
Stepping in High Fashion." from 3 
p.m. to 6 p.m. Sunday in Student 
Center Ballroom D. Admission is 
free. 
It fl:.-nYagurts& YogurtShalc- t \ -. •. y........ ....11.. Topp'''': I .. McKJ.with Coconut II .J S,rnwIo«ry Orange Peanul , f \ I Raspberry Cranberry Wheat ~r." , '\ Vanilla nd C.,. PinaColaclo :I ..... ppl. -' Bay .... berry julc .. W. 0100 hove 7 yorl.lI .. of cook I .. mode with all natural 'ngredlen" 
~~~~
Dress Boot Sale 1 
LADIES! 
On Fri. & Sat. 
Sept. 24th & 25th 
~mi(·I:sShO('S 
will have its 
Leather Dress Boots 
reduced to 
$5888 
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.. IpoMore4I1y A Group ......... a.... .... ct.et. • 
~You.rNum"'rMay"C.II"'to ...... Over '20000 $19 95 ~ 
""" In ............. for only • ~ 
.. FREE - NO PURCHASE REQUIRED ~ 
: OYI. 71 anlPICAns (Cou""",Wllld for 1 mont .. , It-
tr -Over 50 Restaurant Food Items & Meals - Entertainment )t-
iC -Service For Your Car -A Real Budget Stretcher )f-
tc STA Y CLOSE TO YOUR PHONE YOUR NUMBER MAY·BE CALLEDlt-
tr OR STOP BY Ramada In~ Library Suite Phone·457·5822. 
«~ ••••••••••• ~ ................ . 
Tnited Way campaign starts 
ith pacesetting performance 
CAMERA REPAIR 
,cl'~ .~II4~ finly .'f_nl.~Q€4'/i(y 
u- *** Fast Service *** ~~ ALL WORK GUARANTEED· 
... Custom Processini and Printini 
COPliWork 
The United Way campaign 
leked-off Thursdav bv 
oliecting more than one-third 
f its goal in the pacesetter 
ampaigll. 
"With over one-third of the 
ledges collected we feel we 
ave the momentum to go 
orward and reach the $115,000 
o fund the 19 age-ncies in the 
arbondale United Way," said 
'ivian Ugent. executive 
irector of the campaign. 
The total brought in (or the 
acesetter campaign was 
. :.01.22. 
SIU-C had $13.050 in cam-
.' aign pledges. "The results of 
, the pacesetter drive were ab-
'solutely outstanding," said 
~Iarian Davis. SIU·C COOl" 
dinator. 
Davis said the response 
wasn't a surprise as this was the 
second year SIU·C participated 
in the pacesetter campaign. 
"People committed right 
awav," she said. 
Davis said that the majority 
of contributions increased from 
last vear, a few were the &ame 
and only one had decreased. 
"Southern Illinois residents 
have jobs and work togt.ther to 
help one another," she said. "A 
eom::1'm i ty is mea~;urec by the 
services Piovided to residents." 
Davis also said thai the 
~ l'niversity administration had 
f~ been great with the cam,)aign . 
. 'There hasn't been one road-
. block." she said. 
The divisions and reportfc 
, pledges for the pacesetter drive 
are' Retail. East side. 
59,768.22; retail, West side, 
$1.500; public employees, 
:Jil,404; financial, $3,870: in-
dustry and contractors, $2,330; 
professional. SI,600; residen-




:;1 An opportunity to rest feet, 
~,~~~o~! t~~~ce~~rxchf ~~ut'l::-
~:;~cued pork can be had at Bald 
.. t·. -nob Cross Saturday. 
: A Hole Hog Barbecue will be ~. eld from 1 to 6 p.m. Saturday 
~~llt the cross, on top of Bald 
~,.:.;.~.KnOb, southwest of Alto Pass, 
.ily the Bald Knob Cross of 
. eace Foundation. 
. The funds raised will go to 
~" eep the cross lighted, which 
" osts about $100 a month, said 
,. he Rev. William Lirely, head of 
he foundation. The money will 
o into general funds for 
epa iring lights and putting in 
ew bulbs. 
The meal will cost $3.50 for a 
un dhmer, and $2.50 for kids 




• Open ...... .,.,. l:un a""')'J (·11 
611 S. mi __ 'I",e 
C.rbond ..... nlinoi. 
(618) 549-0788 
t,ospital. S:l:J7; insurance. 5400: 
Carbondale elementarv 
schools, $357: Carbondale 
Community High School. $\.000. 
'lOVE. $52':; and SIt,-C. $13.050 
egent said that the tnited 
Way always kept campaign 
costs low_ "Special donations 
allow the donations to go to the 
agencies." she said. 
She said that the invitations to 
the kick-off lreakfast were 
donated by the Printing Plant, 
the breakfast was provided by 
the University Bank and Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield, the West 
Bus Service brought the Car-
bondale Community High 
School hand and that Donn 
C'aisrud of :\-'cDonalds donated 
the sw{'et rolls and orange jukp 
for band members. 
The i a.m. breakfast was 
attended bv agency 
representatives. division 
coordinators and dignitaries 
from Carbondale and SlU-C, 
including Mayor Hans Fischer. 
President Albert Somit, Pat 
Burley. immediate past 
president of the chamber of 
commerce and 1980 United Way 
campaign chairman. Dick 
Baker. president of the United 
Way board and John Baker. 
1982 United W;;.y campaign 
chairman. 
We Buy and Sell Quality Used Equipment 
NORMAN PHCTOTECHNICAL SERUICE 457-5014 .-1.-..'I'M- fl·,; 'f'rA'-41/:d''l--.u.-




825 East Main 
NEWLY REMODELED!! 
F,.. 9:00 fI 2.-00.. 
CIUtIy & WafInI Be .. 
0,. 2:00,. fI 2.1JOt. 
1 ....... 
When ago.9d friend borrows 
your car, the tank may not come back full. 
But the trimk does. 
When you get paid back with 
interest like this, it sort of makes vou 
wish he'd borrow things more often. 
Open up a few cold ones 
and toast a guy who really 
knows how to return a favor. 
Tonight, let it be 
LOwenbrau. 
LOwenbriu.Here's to ~od 'friends. • ___ .. __ eo. __ 
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Classified Information Rates 
15 Word :\1inimum 
mPnr~u~lLs1~ cents per word 
Two Days-9 cents per word, per 
dathree or Four Day~ cents per 
w'Fi!:e ~~~rie Days-7 cents per 
w'T~ri ~ ~&ieteen Days-S cents 
per wo~d, per day. 
pe~:~:.t ~~:-:. Days-5 cents 
';"ne Daily Egyptian, cannot be 
.esl'onsible for more than one 
day's incorrec~ insertion. Ad· 
vertiso)rs are responsible for 
~~~.n~~o~ n~~vt1r:~:;;rJ m~ 
advertiser which lessen the value 
of the advertisement will be ad-justed. If your ad a~pears in-
~fire~~~ c~ ~r'~I~i~f~~ec~~~~ 
~~~ ~~u~ncellation in the next 
m~~e:~r\\~~~~il~~h!We;!~~~~~ 
the rate applicable for the number 
of insertions it appears. There will 
:l~~ bio a~o~~~l~~na~~~a~r~: 
nefli::iH'eSa~~r~1!'i must be 
paid in advance exce~ for those 
accounts with established credil 
FOR SALE 
Automobiles 
1979 RX7, FIRE engine red. AM-
F~I, air, power antenna, looks, 
runs great. $6100. Ph. 549-8-163. 
6204Aa25 
1966 FORD PICK-UP, engine in 
cab. best offer. ~5;-5597 af~~~X~i; 
'73 CHEVY CAPRICE, 48,000 
miles, excellent condition highway 
or clly, SI300. 457-7956. 6229Aa26 
197i FORD CUSTOM Van, 
fgfsi~B~;j~8~c~I~~~~nd~~t~~~ 
good shape. 997-5560. 6225Aa26 
1977 CAMARO, 43,000 miles, 3 
~~~e ~~07':it:~-~~~' $3,250. 
6223Aa26 
1968 DODGE PICK-UP, 6 cyl., 3 
~gre~S;;:be~~~1c:r~~~~3j:s~n-
_______ 6~IAa25 
74 AMC GREMLIN, air, good 
body, good condition, $850. 529-
3679. 6265Aa25 
VW BUG 1970, very good condition, 
$1200 after 6, 529-1709. 6240Aa27 
GOOD USED CAR, 1975 Pontiac 
Grandville, 89,000 miles one owner 
in very good condition. Call 529: 
1385, $1100 or best offer. 6292Aa28 
m~~.DGE DEMON, ~~, 
'73 DATSUN PICKUP-VAN Great ~1lJ'&!l~~det~~~f~;ea~2~~;~. 
$250., or offer. B6282Aa2s 
m~~li!N~di~1~x'ce~~t'c~~' 
dition. 72,000 miles. $1900. 549-4806. 
B6320Aa29 
!~:l1CIt~iY a;t~:~~~TI:r~~i 
mechanical. $400.00 call 457-8878 
after 6pm. 6318Aa28 
1975 HONDA HATCHBACK, low 
mileage, air, good condition. Call 
after 5pm. 549-6417 or 529-2747. 
fl.'102Aa29 
Let the Experts Get Your 
Car Ready lor Winter 
Serving Carbondale lor 
20 years I 
Huff's Radiator Shop 




1979 SUZUKI 850 w-drive shaft. 
Best offer. Call after 7pm. 529-2963. 
6173Ac25 
'73 HONDA 450, good conditi:m, 
S5OO. Call 529-4534. 6228Ac31 
ALMOST A CLASSIC: 1m Honda 
CB4ooF, 4-cllinder. Smooth and 
~~~i.$89(k)f er. 985-2219'6~~~~ 
~~~d~#a~~~gI & ?o;ers~::w ~~t 
r::.' S~~~I~~~I~tbesforer~~~~ 
a.m. 6252Ac29 
1978 YAMAHA XS4QO, mag wheels, 
~~~~~~re~', ~i~:t Cs~~~i~\~~o!?,~~ 
offer. 529-5495. Mike. 6258Ac25 
1979 YAMAHA XT5OO, on-off road, 
new chain, sprockets, brakes. 
$850.00 or best offer. 529-2095. 
6285Ac28 
HONDA CX-5OO WATER cooled, 
shaft drh'e, excellent condition. 
$1500 call John, 529-2095. 6269Ac28 
!~~t~~~~~t~~~~o~~~'celr:~f' 
Condition Includes two helmets. 
Phone 684-61i:n after 5.. 6321Ac29 
TUNI-UP-SPECIAL 
20% off Michelin TI, .. 
ThlsW_kl 
CHICK OUI LOW PIICISI 
. 'I. MIl. SoUth of The Arena 
54'-0531 
SUZUKI 1980 TS185, 4000 miles. 
Good transportation, excellent 
condition. $650 or best offer. 453-
5479. 6303Ac29 
Real Estate 
TWO MOBILE HOMES, 88xloo lot, 
land improvements, excellent 
condition, located East of Crab 
&ri~~r~f~Yt:Jc:$f2~OD:r r:~ 
offer. Phone 549-3002 aft'ir~d25 
5 ROOM HOUSE for sale, excellent 
condition, in Carbondale, $26,5000, 
contract possible, call Ray, 549-
6589. 6116Ad27 
Mobile Homes 
ECONOMICAL, 10 x 50 house 
trailer. 1J,2 miles from campus, 
$2,950. John 549-7432 anytime 
between 12pm to 7:30am. 5662Ae24 
THREE BEDROOM HOME 12x60 
$4500. Roxanne M. H. P. on South 
High~ay No. 51. 5788Ae26 




with built-in bed, hardwood desk 
and bookshelves. Stove 
refrigerator, fully carpeted sits ori 
large wooded lot overiooking 
stream. Strawberries, raspberries 
~~:t~rJ~g~' fmn. Bob, :i:S34 
SALE OR RENT: 12x65 3 bedroom ru~:h~. ~~i-!cf.~~:ilt:~~' 5~ 
9150. 6057Ae25 
PURCHASE YOUR OWN 12X50, 2 
bedroom Mobile Home for as low 
as '2995 with as low as $SU5 
g~:3al~~~~fl~W~~:,dN~:[h 
Highway 51, 549-3000. B6189Ae40 




$99.00 PER MONTH will buy 5 
acres. Whether you like wilder-
many extras, 5000 miles, mint have it. Near Anna on Rt. 2 Cob-
'80 Y AMARA XSlloo •• Special", I ness, open area or scenic view, we 
:~::fO~U~~ SELL! ms~Js ~~:~er informati~; 
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GOOD USED FUIL"ITURE. Miss I 
Kitty's R. R. 149 Hurst. 987-2491. 
Free delivery up to 25 miles. 
5497Af27 
USED FURNITURE, CAR-
BONDALE, buv &. sell. Old Rt. 13 
West. turn Souih at Midland Inn 
Ta vern and go 3 mileo;. 549-4978. 
B5517Af27 
J &. L DISCOUNT, HWY 51 North, 
next to Stotlar Lumber in Car-
bondale. Can gooos, close-out on 
house plants, commodes $39,95, 
~aab~!t~;~.5tWv~os~:1~2~fk s1~~~ 
and S22.95, mattress and box 
springs $489.95 a set and up. Tools. 
many other items too numberous 
to mention, all at discount prices. 
457-4512. 6169Af27 
FULLY ELECTRIC, SELF-
CORRECTING typewriter, $125. 
Portable stereo, $50. 453-3867, Bill. 
6224Af25 
USED BICYCLES AND 
Refrigerators for sale. 516 S. 
Rawlings. 549-2454. B6194M42 
YOUNG'S USED FURNITURE, 
e~tra nice, desks, beds, couches, 
dinette sets, and chairs. 108 N. 
Division, carterville. 6232Af42 
PIANO S125., ELECTRIC 
typewriter $95., cassette player 
$20., Kingsize waterbed ~ith 
heater $65., 529-2529. B6283Al2! 
DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT-
WEDDING RING set. ''2 carat 
engagement ring, with four 
smaller diamonds. Wedding band 
contains five small diamonds. 
Appraised $5300, asking '3000. 
~&.·s 549-7304, evenings ~i4TJo 
Electronics 
STEREO SPEAKERS. ADVENT, 
Sansui &. Infinities. Excellent 
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19" MAGNAVOX COLOR TV, 3 
yrs. old, mint condition. '195., 549-
0328. 6317Ag26 
SAME DAY SERVICE: 
Hard to Believe? 
Call ALLEN'S T.V_ 
for your Stereo & 
Television Repair 
needs today, and 
get your set repaired 
within 3 day, and 
estimated today, 
FREt ESTIMATES by 
a repair specialist. 
ALUN'ST.Y. 
CALL: 54 •• ". 
Rent N_ Zenith Color 
Televisions 
25.00monthly.llWol.o_lfoble 
TV R.pol, F, .. btlmotes 
Used TV. ''''101. 
A-lTV 
~51·7 
... _""'::.~~~~~ __ .. I MALE OR FEMALE needed 
immediately to share a two 
fOIl UIID S' ..... I'Iul,-' 





Auttlo Speclollst~ 549-"" 
(ac'ross from the old t,ain .tation) 
Pets & Supplies 
BRANTLEY'S BUNNY 
BROKERS. Wide selection of 
adorable pet rabbits, cages, and 
supplies. 687-4792 evenings. 
5912Ah29 
n AKC Siberian • HuskyPups . ~. '!~~~:~-.. fIIlCIIII 
~ 72""~197 .' 
..-. 724-4550 _ 
Bicycles 
MEN'S 10 SPEED Bike, small 
~~~~' ~~~~~'~g~~Jdl:~ ~Z;:a 
chain, $15. can Ann 529-1904 after 
5:00. 6247Ai25 
26" MEN'S SCHWIN~ EX-
CELLENTcondition. $4Q.00. Phone 
549-0435 after 5pm. 6289Ai27 
WOMEN'S 3-8PEED SCHWINN. 
Good condition, best offer. Call 457-




UNIVOX compact piano. Must sell 
549-6547. 6165Ao25 
ELECTRIC GUITAR AND case 
$145; PA with 4 speaker colwnns & 
4 inputs, s:rs .. 867-2516. 6206An26 
YAMAHA CP-30 ELECTRIC 




FURNISHED TWO BEDROOM 
apartment. Close to campl&S. 893-
4033, 893-4.532_ . B58l1Ba27 
1 A..'IID 2 BEDROOM_ Nicely fur-
nished, A. C., no pets. Water in 
c1udecl529-1735,457-6956.6136Ba37 
SUBLEASER WANTED FOR 
efficiency apt for information call 
457-4123. 6185B330 
2 BEDROOM APT. for rent or 
sublet_ Air conditioned. Phone 549-
2068 after 3pm. daily. 6198B325 
FURNISHED ONE BEDROOM 
apartment. AC, quiet, water. gas 
paid, carpeted, available im-' 
mediately. $225.1305 S. Wall 549-
5740 after 5. 6208Ba29 
, bedroom apartment, very nice, 
newly remodeled. Cherry S1. 
$140.00-month. 453-5741. Ask for 
shop. 6253Ba25 
SUBLEASER WANTED FOR 
~~~i~~~n~uaTs~rt:r::i~aglte "';~~ 
mediately. sophomore approved. 
For information call 54!Hi990 after 
6:30pm. 6271Ba28 
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY 
APARTMENT for rent, close to 
campus, $150 month, 2012 S. D1. 
Ave., Available immediately. Call 
549-6990 after 6:30 p.m. 6272Ba27 
TWO BEDROO~I, OLDER. fur 
nished. 400 S. Graham, water, 
$180. month. 3-blocks from Rec. 
building, 529-1368. 86287Ba29 
Glenn WIlliams Rental. 
510S. Unl ... ersity 
All apartmen" furnished E'fi(I.n('M Fall. SPnI'ISJ 




NICE EFFICIENCY. Located at 
Dunn Apartments. $170 plus 
electricity. Call days 529-9472 
nights 529-1029. 6306Ba29 
Un&K ......., Management 
N ...... ppl.QnCM.New FIoI,nitur • 
ptU'tlDUndryfoclll ...... C~!.'.lyredecorated 
1 hdtGOnt for 2 ~pf. S200·S:n5 per mont'" 








(~vaifoble for Fai:) 
Coli 'or oppointment 
549·6610 
CARTERVILLE EFFICIENCY 
APARTMENTS, furnished, lights 
and water paid, $125-month. 
Crossroads Rt. 13. 1-985-6108. 
R6319Ba29 
Houses 
AVAILABLE NOW. EXTRA nice. 
Close to campus. 3 and 4 bedrooms. 
Furnished, no pets. 549-4808. 
B5749Bb26 
VERY NICE TWO bedroom 
duplex, air, carpet, water. Ap-
C!::acr:. 5~'::d ~~~. Car-
6137Bb37 
3 BEDROOM FURNISHED House 
for rent, $295-month, close to 
campus, available immediately. 
call 549-801810am-8pm. B6187Bb25 
COUNTRY SETIIJIiG 7 miles from 
University. 3 or 4 bedroom home 
on 5 acres with wood heat. $375. 
Phone 687-3336. B6233Bb28 
ONE OR TWO roommates wanted 
to share an extra nice 4-bedroom 
house. Reasonable rent, 549-3973. 
B6216Bb26 
FIVE-ROOM HOUSE $250. per 
~.th,n~cam~. P~B~ 
CLOSE TO CAI\:PUS, three 
bedroom - furnished, $390.00, 529-
1::39. 6255Bb30 
SECLUDED IN BOONIES! All 
sizes, Rustic, rur~acefuI_ West 
~~~~~:~9-~.t~l:a 
NICE FURNISHED TWO 
COUNTRY PARK MANOR, now bedroom, 1105 W. Gher, 4-blocks 
:n:::m~r.:Js!:: =.a~lr5r:: ~ n:':n~~~J:~in,~e:~~ 
1741,9-5 M-F. 86201Ba42 
ROYAL RENTALS 
EFF.APTS. 
Furnished, a/c. carpet 
$170.00 Monthly 
2 BEDROOM MOBILE HOMES 
Furnished, a/c, anchored 
underpinned. 
$140.00 mcmthly, 
457· .... 22 
NO PETS 
TWO BEDROOM, FURNISHED, 
no utilities included_ Gas heat, hot 
water. close to everything. $265. 
457-5358 after 5 p.m. 6276Bb28 




L"ge and small 
2, 3, 4 ~edroam Apartments 
aou TO CAMllUI 
lit-lilt 
oblleHomes I TWO BEDROOM MOBILE home ' ,n. many extras. Please investigate: 
EACH, TWO OR THREE S2OO.00 month. Call 529-2920, 529-
l!edroom homes. Shaded, natural 3350. 6273Bc30 
~s available, water, and trash TWO BEDROOM. NICE lot. Water ~~k'U~~~~!::e t~~~r.Cn and trash pick·up paid. 549-3930. So~ Highway 51. 5786Bc26 6295Bc30 
ONE AND TWO bedroom, nicely I SINGlE RATES furnished, reasonable, energy AV/ItA.II4ll efficient, near campus, sorry no Mrs pets, 457-5266. B5!I82Bc:a uu~~ •• , ...... "'W EXTRA NICE 12 and 14 wides, 2 1.,,:Zbalho :Z.,,3b.draamo bedroom, carpeted, air, furnished, '" $1~ good location, no pets please. 549-
0491. 6025Bc33 ~ ................ 
COUNTRY LIVING CLOSE to NO:'=Sl 
town. 12ldiO 2 or 3 bedrooms, fur· 
nished or unfurnished, air, carpet, 
RURAL MAKANDA, 1 bedroom anchor, underpinned, ample 
parking, cool, no pets. Can after 4 ~~fJ~~. :~m:.80 mont!k~:s 
".m. 529-3331. B6094Bc30 
THREE BEDROOM, NICELY 
furnished trailer. Quiet location. Rooms 
Gas heat. Pool. '1110 mo. to sublet. WOMEN: Sunny private room 40 Call 549-8162 or 529-3276, afte!" 5. 
6086Bc36 yards from main campus in all· 
women Saluki HaU near shops and 
2 BEDROOM 5Oxl0 with washer bank. SI25-mo. 716 S. University. 
:~~~r;r:g.'salb~r:e shB~:. s:n 529-9139 between 4: 00.&: 00 pm. 6314Bd36 
per month. Would trade some of NICE ROOM NEAR recreation rent for work around Dance Barn. ~~:!~~~e:'J~tiI1:96~ I 45H334. 86175Bc25 
~N:D~~ H3~:le °S~p~~.!: KING'S INN MOTEL 825 E. Main-
Center, in residential area, 2·miles Cable TV IHBO), furnished, air 
to campus or downtown, no high. conditioned, available now· $62.25 
~:Jr:m~a!~;::r~lt~~~i~nd Tci:; per week. Phone 549-3174. B6264Bd42 
services, cable-vision, 50·ft. lot, 
Roommat. :.~:t~::=e..~~, :: 
gallon water heater, available ROOMMATE WANTED FOR two Immediately. One available witb bedroom furnilhed apt, central last months rent pre-paid. Can 457· air, SI37.50-month plus '>2 utilities 7352, 549-7039 or 549-1837. phone 529-1735. 6091Be26 B6256Bc2'1 
WANTED TO SHARE 3 bedroom ONE DOZEN ROSES with 12· bouse, 180.00 month plus one-third ~e:~!:::d ~:::ayt,$~l:~~~:~ utilities. Located on old route 13, 5 miles west of campus. 684-2005. quiet trailer park. 529-1539. 6129Be27 6254Bc30 
ROOMMATE NEEDED, CLOSE 
MURPHYSBORO AREA. TWO to campus, 611 W. Owens, $100 
bedroom, water, sewer, and trash month, one-third utilities. Call 457· 
pick·up, furnished. '150'mo, no 4756. 6182Se27 pets. 6&H405 after 5: 00. 6248Bc32 
2 BEDROOM MOBILE HOME SHARE MOBILE HOME, 3 miles East. $75.00 pillS '>2 utilities. 549-
furnished and air conditioned. Nice 0438. 621SBe26 ~ with trees. Gas heat. Clean. 
ated in Lakewood Park SU& LOOKING FOR A close inex· division near Crab Orc:hard ~i'~l':: I~:'c:.~ :~~:I'::~O: ~t~~-:a~9.~:f: ::~4:e~~:1::r 
5pm. 86239Bc32 529-41149, 529-SB.. 6260Be25 
TWO BEDROOM MOBILE home ROOMMATE WANTED TO share 
furnished and air conditioned. ::~~:~':c=- ~1~~~ Natural gas heat. Clean. Large mo. includes"beat. ea~ve, 457-t~~e:s'ii~t:aJ.\::~~esan~a~a:~ 8716. 6241Be27 
~ck up furnished. '125 per mo."1tb. ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR two 
" hone 54~12 or 549-3003 aftar 5 bedroom Lewis Park apt. Fur· pm. B62:IIlBc32 ~:::'f::':~~' 
CARBONDALE, VERY NICE 2 
bedroom 12x55. Dishwasher, ac, 6262Be27 
carpet, 'l85-month. 529-3563. Best MALE TO SHARE 2 bedroom, 2 5-7pm. 6266Bc32 ~a~m,,:,~ lc~:tl= 
!:O na~!~r'!!.M 2 t=I=~ campus. Ga~age pick·up and 
University a:all, 6 blocks from :~~es~I='t:: ~el!':I~~ 
campus, no pets, 'l50-m~~ Can 549-2487. 6234Be25 
TWO BEDROOM TRAILER. CONCERNED ABOUT WINTER :: ~::.:a ~~:.~:::e:::d. ::p~~~1 ~ c'~:!i Can 549-3114. 6279Be28 ~~ s~1!: c:.~gU:V~i~OC::~ FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED Heat, water, trasb pickup. Lawn for 2·bedroom apartment. Close to 
maintenance inc:ludeQ in rent. '145 campus and strip. Call 549·2419 per month and up. Available now, after 5:00. 6274Be26 :!~~~:'i1f\o::rJ:~:2e':res:= MALE OR FEMALE needed 
3002 after 5 pm. B6273BC42 immediately, 3 bedroom house, big 
lOx SO. MARRIED COUPLE or 
yard, walk to campus, own room. 
:t:enS;~:,n54:~~~'~B~ 549-0627. 6268Be27 
Duple •• 
'125.00 WILL RENT 2 bedroom, 
:::.s~~il~·n~&::~J:I= 2 BEDROOM DUPLEX, Like net 
'COndition witb new carpet 
549-3850. B6294Bc28 throU~t ... 00 with 12 moiltb 
~u =f.!mM:':Sw~'=. :; lease and deposit required. 548-5550. 86174Bf25 
wides, $ISO. Call 529-4444. Pets 
okay. B&2I6Bc:43 Wanteel to Rent 
LAKEWOOD PARK. SOUTH of 
~~~ill::.=~~.a :=~=~ 'CO~:.~.J:; B6;191Be28 $2GO. CaR 54t-5423. 51106Bi29 
ICNOUCIIIITBNfAU 
MOM.IIIOMII Mobile Home 8 end. 12w_ 
as.OO.up Lots Air and Carpel; ... heat 
; -" ROXANNE M. H. P. ON Soutb 3 miles West on OLD 13 
==y N:: ~=. ::.:.m~ 
684-23:IO---a7·1518 tram iocf:te.t in IJIIICtI rut. QUiet, 
sorry DO pets. II57I1BI03I 
IN CARBONDALE AT Belaire ! 
~~~:a~~n'i1::4:n;!~i~ 
rent to retired people, working 
people and studeiJts. Shade trees, 
picniC pavillion and other 
recreation facilities. Beat tbe high 
rent, buy a mobile bome and move 
in. 457·2874. B6323BI3O 
HELP WANTED 
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS for 
::~a~~i!'fo~~ ~~~. :r::r. 
B5939C31 
WAITRESS, NEAT Ap· 
PEARANCE, good personali2' 18 
~y~~d~ ~P~}fin!,~.m.3pmB6 at· 
WELLNESS CENTER 
GRADUATE assistantship open 
~~:1~~ inS~::;~~f:~ 'r~~l 
Will assist in planning and 
presenting services in areas of 
nutrition, weight control, and 
~~~fr~d: As~~:~o;~eaft~!~~~~: 
orientation, counselin'l and·or 
~~alc~~W:II~lscenr:Y C~ 
536-4441 for application. B6183C25 
ST AFF REGISTERED NURSES, 
full·time positions available, in tbe 
OB department and surgery 
li<!partment. Part·time positions 
available in other nursing 
:I:=:~sfri~::t!n~t~~~ 
in person or send resume to : 
Personnel Department, Memorial 
:,o~;::\i..4~: ~~!n~i 
ext. 175. Equal Opportunity Em· 
ployer. B6192C25 




SUPER VISOR. Full·lime child 
coun&elor·clinical supervisor to 
provide out·patient services to 
youths 3-17 years old. Must have 
own transportation and be willing 
to work some eveninp. Master's in 
Human Service required with a 
:eni::l':u~~ ~ y:.;:fpe~e;.';li 
provide individual an~amilY 
Counseling, consultation and staH 
supervilion. Apply by September 
28th to Jackson County Youth 
Services~, aM E. Coll.~ 
~=~eE~~Oy!~~m~&' 





::~ r::::'er':~~n ~~: 
:~:l :~Ir.~~:~';tcc::::!:fD 
=~ :.r::::i ~ci~:fe 
career awareness and exploration 
~~;:~~r:~ ~:8fi;e::'i-eI!~: 
effectively to a diverse population 
of college students is preferred. 
:~~. ~,ele~te~Ic:r80-u!:u:: ~ 
resume to Ms. Julia Miller, 
Chairperson, Counselor Search 
Committee, Center for Basic 
Skills, Southern Illinoil University, 
Carbondale, Illinois 82901. Ap-
plication deadline is October 8, 
1982. SIUC is an E~I Opportunity 
aff1l"lllative-action mpl0r~lC30 
MURPHYSBORO. THE CHALET 
wants dancers. Tuesday, Tbur-
&day,Saturday. ean687.9532
e32zC30 
FEMALE COLLEGE SENIOR til' 
graduate to pre~re eveniqI meal 







FETE ACCOMPLI CATERING by 
Julie. Pardee, Luocbeona. Tete+ 
letea. For Iurtber detaila caD ~ 
2125. 5'134EOZ5 
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. 
THESES, term papers, resumes, 
etc. Fast serVIce, reasonable 
rates. 457·7648. S716E25 
DAVIS CONSTRUCTION. 
~r~~I~~':: ::~~!~ i:~r~ 
Free estimates! Senior DiscolDlt: 
some credit extended. 457-8438, 1· 
893-4517, l-!185-6631. B5422E26 
KARIN'S ALTERATIONS, 224'>2 
S. minois. comer of Walnut and 
D1inois. Tues.·Fri. 100S:3Opm. Sat. 
1-4pm. 529-1081. 5945E31 
GILBERT BOLEN FURNITURE 
Repair, modern and antique 
furniture repaired and rest\)red 
;;:~c=~e~:e~~: 
Carbondale. 457-4924. B6095E37 
TYPING. FAST, ACCURATE 
Free paper and title page. 90 cents 
and up. Call 549-3400. 61'.l4E37 
~y~~ :~?e~C is c:,~~~l:.:e:K 
get ready! Carterville 985-4465. 
6001E39 
HOUSE CLEANING, 
TAILORING, sewing, alte!"8tions, 
customs. Catering in your home. 
To your satisfaction! For ap· 
pointment call 529-3198. 6146E27 
HELP FOR RAPE Victims, their 
families and friends. Counseling 
and information on medical, police 
and legal procedures. 24 bours 529-
~e2~ter ~~:rb~~~~l!' • WSo;:::;: 
Southern Illinois Communities for 
9 years. 6209E39 
LAMAZE PREPARED CHILD-
:~Jl!tC=ct~~~~ ~~d 
info. Call 942·5594 or 549-0583. 
5840E25 
QUALITY LANDSCAPE SER· 
~~~:iru~\~:!i.n\Ji~n;t~~i :~~ 
commercial. Free consultatioll 
549-7089 evenings. 6312E34 
_llallnHllGHT 
Free Pretlnoncv .... 1 ... 
a confidential ...... tiftc:. 
.... u. 
·~-tl~""'IICIft.4 ....... 
NEED HELP WRIT1NG that 
paJler? Call Rick, experienced 
wntina tutor. 687·3584. 6299£21 
WANTED 
GUITARIST FOR FORMING 
band. Into Zepplin. Doors, 
Who,Yes. Contact AI,549-7204 or 
Craig, 529-9134. 5766F26 
AIR CONDITIONERS BROKEN 
or running. We pickup. Call 549-
8243 S987F32 
SONGWRITING PARTNER: 
SERIOUS writer for country _p 
::e,=b~~=. quitar ~v;;; 
LOOKING FOR THE sbortest 
~~:~~~pus. For pro~~J~ 
PLEASE, ['M HOPING the 




~C:. ~~y, coo Daily E&V~~ 
WANTED: USED PIANO 529-3481 
after 4:00 p.m. 621r7F3l 
lOST 
CANNON SUPER 8 Movie camera 






BAR·B-Q DINNER SATURDAY, 
~~.=, ~.~ ~'A:'~~, 
Children UDder 12 rUG. assl2S 
HORSEBACK RfDING!! TRAILS, 
~1;:_~,".::..c'1!:i 
SIU. Hoofbeeta.457-417O. .,127 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
FREE TRIP TO Mexico over 
Spring Break! Interested? Can 
217-877·1822 for details! 6275J26 
WESTERN HORSEBACK 
RIDING lessons. Group fee •. 00, 
private $10.00. Learn to catch, 
groom and saddle. Child through 
adult. Professional instructor. 4 
miles East of carbondale. Silver 
Star Stables. Call 985-6214. 6277J30 
GENERIC RADIO THEATER 
seeks scripts, 5-minutes or less, for 
~:i~:t=:dJ:.~~~~T 
SHAPE AND TONE your body-
fast!! Body Beat dance-exercise 
classes combine stretching, 
aerobics, Ja~ dance steps set 10 
¥::ro~~~ inf~~r:~~~ ~~ 
GREAT SKATE TRAIN, Adult 
Night. Every Sunday Night. 7:30-10 
p.m. 529-2033. 6037 J34 
COME AND GET IT! The Knights 
r!ot~::r~~:~wi~~t S:I~~·bT~~~: 
~~~i~ng~~ ~W~ :!c~~~e"~~ 
sales start 10:30 a.m. Grab a bite 
before or after the SALUKI· 
ARKANSAS game. 627OJ25 
AUCTIONS 
& SALES 
THE SPIDER WEB buy and sen 
used furniture and antiques 5 miles 
soutb on SI, 549-1782. 6244K42 
HUGE YARD SALE! Sat., Sept. 
25, 8:30-3:00. Presbyterian Infant 
Center, 310 S. UDlversity, Car· 
bondale. Lots of baby tems .. 
clotbes, adult clothes, sewing 
macbine .. much more! Rain or 
sbine. 622K2S 
GARAGE SALE, 1002 South 
oakland. September 25, 88.m. Dog 
cages, card table and chairs, 
, miScellaneous. 6246K25 
Y ABO SALE· 9-24 .. 9-25. 402 E. 
College St. 9:00 a.m. to? C1olbes . 
dishes, and miscellaneous. 6304K25 
YARD SALE· CARBONDALE. 
~'!Ir~~rdt:~:n, ~ks~10~~~: 
miscellaneous. 1602 E~ings, 





OPPORTUNITY for qualified 
individuals. Indiana manUfacturer 
of tbe finest quality dried log 
homes iI seeking a direct factory 
dealer in the surroundin, area. 
Log home ownershIp is 
:~r:~:i~~~ M~t~~fe~ 
spaciOUSsa~.:2 ::: :!\ci:!: ~ess than comparable con· 
ventional housing. Los bomes are 
the answer to toifay's economical 
straill! on the housmg market. No 




special skills required. No one can 
compete with our quslity or .'OSt. U 
you are looking for a serious, 
honest. business opportlDlil;\', call 
=:fu:.'~:~;=~: 
!iPID. Seeing is believing. Vilit our 
log homel subdivision· tbe only 
~':,~!:!, thZ ... cO:ffls' ~~~ih L~, 
~~ ~.!~t~,Hw~r':f!,; 




For Anyihing Of 
Gold Or Silver 
Ce"w L .,a.. .......... 
J&J c.r..ID L 111_4111 
RIDERS WANTED 
RIDE •• THE STUDENT Transit" 
~~h::&:s~~~~t;.: 
Zpm, mums SUnday's. Just aver 5 
biJUrs to Chic:qolaJid. Only $45.75 
rouadtrip. for reservations in· 
formalklD pIIone 5»1862. ..... 
HlYkR. 
!hey lot new carpetl .. 
• """API 
C ...... & .... 
kiM 






I LOUE 'lOU!. 
BARB 
. Co.Con Kill. W. 
Jill TenyS. 
T. of""" I'Mfut friI"" ,,,,.tII _Ii 
.".m-
I LOVE YOU AU-
LOV£ lAURA 
IHATEUofI 
tU much tU I hate DIARRHEA!! 
DUNKIN-iiBYRNE 
1 HATE Uofl 
alway~ have. a/way_ will 
llOOMBOOMGALLAGHER 
U of.! Ruggers eat QUIOO 
H.C.ROLUNS 




Th .... tuN.y 
At 
12: • 
• t ......... yPltch. 
irS FAN APPBCIA1ION 
DAY-
FREE REFRESHMENTS 
* Brian G. Ie Michael B .. 
A re the Coolest 
Dudes 
on the Team * 
8lg /Me Is "'oss" 
Hoooo Hoooolll 
Housing design project 
for elderly wins grant 
~ 
FALL FASHION SHOW 
Today in the Oasis 
Comeearlv 
for lunch' 
An SlU-C project to design 
hOUSing· greenhouse complexes 
where elderly residents could 
raise their own lood for 
sustenance and profit has won a 
grant from the National En-
dowment for the Arts . 
SIU-C will match the $15.210 
grant with money from its own 
budget. said designer Stanley 
Mendelsohn. who will head the 
project. He teaches in SIU-C's 
Division of Comprehensive 
Planning and Design. 
The project, "Farmers 
Market for the Elderly." will 
provide plans for building 
energy-efficient housing units 
linking living quarters to in-
dividuai and community 
greenhouses. The greenhouses 
would serve as passive solar 
heaters and hothouses for 
plants and vegetables. 
"The traditional pattern of 
housing for the independent 
eidf'!rly has been one of 
isolation." Mendelsohn said. 
"W~ .... ill try to design that 
isolat!(Jn out of the en-
vironment." 
Mendelsohn said community 
greeneries could be used to 
stimulate social activity by 
providing a "common meeting 
ground" for elderly residents. 
Food harvested from the 
collective gardens could sup-
plement diets and the extra 
produce could be sold for profit. 
he said. 
"I've tried to address the 
problem of the elderly and show 
that some of the solutions may 
lie in the physical design of their 
environment," he said. "We 
know that many senior citizens 
enjoy gardening. I've just gone 
one step further." 
Actual construction will be up to 
the communities. 
"We hope the designs will 




On the •• lantl 
715 S. Univerilly A!e. 
GOING OUT OF SUMMER 
SALE! 
3 DAYS ONLY 
Sept. 23. 24. 25 
DAY 1: 10 % oH 
DAY 2: 15% OFF 
DA Y 3: 20% OFF 
THE STOREI 
* PLUS TH ••• SPICIALS •• 
---on all 3 days---
• ALL North Face. Keltv. Lowe, Wilderness Experience 
internal &. external Frame Packs. 
* ALL Woolrich &. Patagonia Hiking Shorts 
• ALL Used Army surplus 
* ALL Canoe accessories 
• ALL North Face &. Wilderness Experience Luggage 
ALL 30 % OFFI -
Designs are to be provided 
without cost to Dousing 
authorities in 34 Southern 
nIinois counties and others 
wanting to use them, Men-
delsohn said. Plans will include 
detailed building guidelines and 
three-dimensiona~l~~m~o~d~e~lS~'~~~jjii=i=i~;=i;;iiij~jiiiii=ji~iij;ji~;=~ 
A Speclallnvltatlon For.SIUe Parents 
~~ 














SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 25TH 
BUFFET BRUNCH 
l1:OO"·1:30P Student Center BaIlI'OOlll D 
Buffet Brunch and noon Fashion show by Clothing and Textile 
Department Fashion Clu~. Brunch includes ,\$sorted Juices, 
Baked Sea food Medley. Cheese Cloud. French Toast and As-
sorted Syrups. Hash Browns. Sliced Ham. Cheese Biscuits. 
6111eho>ny Mlltnns. Whip(led p,atter. Assortrd Danish Pa!ltrie5 
and Choice of Beverage. 
5:OOP • 7:OOP Student Center Ballroo81 D 
8uffet Dinner with entertaInment - menu Irlcludes Marinated 
Vegetable COmbo. Country Style Tomaloes. Monterey Style 
Salad. Waldorf Salad. Hot Potato Salad. Ambrosia. Cole Slaw. 
Carved Steamship Round of Beef. rrlo!d Golden Brown Chicken. 
Cod-eeila·Sista. Peas with Pearl OnionS. 6roccoll. Cream Com . 
Casserole. Pineapple and Orange Qlazed Carrots. Potatoes In . 
Lemon Sauce. Coconut Cream PIe. Split Lemon Cake. Straw· 
berry Bavarian PIe. Apple. Cherry and 81ueberry fruit Tarts. Hot 





SIJ"DAY, SEPTEMBER 26TH 
BUFFET DINNER 
9:00" • l:OOP student Center Ballroo_ 
8uffet Brunch wllh entertainment. Menu includes \..r"'''dl>'''~:. 
Juice Cocktail. Scrambled Eggs. Sauteed Mm;hrlllClm"~ 
fried Rice. fried Chicken livers and Gizzards. 
Cheese. Cottage Cheese. Sausage links. Frnh fruit 
~:. ::,~:p=,=.. Jam and Jelly. Hot Apple 
'lkketa on 1liiie at the 
Student Ceo_ Central 
Ticket Oftlce. • 
South~hunoia Univenity 
at Cubotldale 
, Pale 22, Daily Egyptian, September 24. 1982 
igh school deaths 
poil homecoming 
. MOUNT CARMEL (AP) -
'. is Southern IIlirois town 
.• ourned the deaths ot two star 
.gh school football players 
IhUrSday and canceled omecoming festivities 
Irheduled for the weekend. 
:i Marvin Matchett and Mark 
-'readway, both 17 -year-old 
:'iPniors, died in a one~ar ac-
eident early Wednesday about 
ftree miles north of Mount 
.:,armel. They had been helping 
t('corate the senior class . mecoming float before they " ft together late Tuesday night The car, hidden by brush and ees and lying in a nearly dried reek bed. wasn't discovered 
ntil about 3 p.m. Wednesday. 
"They sat us down as a team 
nd (Assistant Coach John) 
ates came over and ga\-e us 
e news," Kevin Smith, co-
aptain of Mount Carmel's 
olden Aces football team. said 
; hursday. "The team will pull 
pits bootstraps ... It will help us 
. orne together as a team more. 
'e'lI ,~edicate the season to 
hem. 
orficials decided Thursday to 
ancel the homecoming parade 
nd dance scheduled for 
aturday. but had made no 
decision on whether to cancel 
the afternoon football game . 
Both boys helped lead the 
Golden Aces to 13 straight 
victories and the Class AAA 
high school championship last 
year and were key players in 
this year's 2-0 seac;on. 
Matchett. a fullback and 
linebacker, was first-team all-
conference last season. said 
Mount Carmel Coach Larry 
Davis. Treadway was a tight 
end and defensive end. 
A double funeral is planned 
for I p.m. Friday in the chapel 
of Short's Funeral Home with 
burial at Highland Memorial 
Cemetery in Mount Carmel. 
"They played ball for me 
since the sixth grade." Davis 
said Thursday. "When the going 




1lL I"L'-\SSH;'D~ __ 
'f Welcome Parentsl 
r Make your reservations 
with as for Satarday 
evening. and We-II 
give you you a 'FREE 






MONDA Y NIGHT FOOTBALL 
(Strike Permitting) 
THURSDAY .nloy 3,. elrafts 3pm.3am 
__ ._0 __ .. _1_.-
FRIDAY 
TheIst National Band 
Music 'til 3am 
--------........ ~ .... ------~ 
- -- - --------------
Why is this group smiling? 
Because they will be pictured in the 
1983 Obelisk n magazine fonnat yearbook. 
Let us put a smile on your group. Call 
the Obelisk n Office this week at 
536-7768_ 
Our Groups and Organizations 
representative, Beth Winer, will assist 
you in scheduling a convenient photo 
session for your group. 
Let the Obelisk II put 
a smile on your group. 
Obelisk II 
Magazine Format Yearbook 
536-7768 
Fall Suits 
values up to $100.00 
for 69.00 
LoncionFog 






One group of Fall tops 
25% oH 
One group Fall skirts 
. 25% oH 
Daily EIIYJItiaD, September 24, 191!.2, Page 23 
By Dean Kirk 
Staff Writer 
Although the SIU-C men's 
cross country tpam is going into 
its second meet of the season 
with a victory under its belt. the 
runners can't afford "to get 
cocky." according to Coach Bill 
Cornell. 
The Salukis face the 
University of Illinois Saturday. 
a team which on par"r is 
comparable to SIl·-C. (.'rneil 
said. 
"We most Ih>flnlleh' ,'an not 
underestimate them.:' he !'..lid. 
Cornell is !It.'t IIX' familiar 
with the Fi~hting llIini. but 
mentioned that ~like Pallon. 
their number one runner. 
finished last week's 8.000-meter 
rare against Marquette with a 
"pretty swift'· 24: 16. Marquette 
Spikers fall 
at tournament 
B~' Jackie Rodgers 
.-\ssociate Sports Editor 
The Saluki volleyball team 
ran into a big blC'Ck. literally, as 
it was beaten in its first match 
by California-Berkley 15-6, 15-:1 
at the BYU Preview VolleybaH 
Tournament in Provo. Utah. 
The Salukis jumped to a 5-2 
lead in the first game, but were 
able to score cnly one more 
point in the game. 
"We fell to pieces." Coach 
Debbie Hunter sa it!. 
Denise Allen and Sylvie 
Monnet put the clamps on the 
Saluki attack by taking charge 
at the net with their blocking. 
Monnet is a 6-0 All-American 
middle blocker. 
Hunter also said Allen and 
Monnet found the Weaknesses in 
the Saluki defense. 
"We started out okay." 
Hunter said. "We were doing 
the right things at the right 
time. Then they started wiping 
off our hits and found the holes. 
and that was it." 
The Salukis were never in the 
second game. Six reception and 
five spiking errors led to SIU-
C's downfall. 
For the match. the Salukis 
had a negative attaCking per-
centage, managing only 10 kills 
in 23 attempts. They also 
committed nine passing errors 
and six blocking errors. 
SIU-C had a late match 
scheduled with Northern 
Color..do, a team the Salukis 
def<~ated last year. SIU-C, now 
7 d, will play Texas-Arlington 
and Idaho State on Friday. 
Football tickets 
still availab~e 
StUdent seats are still 
available for this Saturday's 
football game against Arkansas 
State. 
The special price for students 
is $1. The tickets may be pur-
chased at the central ticket 
office in the Arena from 9-4:30 
p.m. on Friday. and 9-1 p.m. 
Saturday. 
Tickets also may be pur· 
chased at the Student Center 
ticket office during regular 
ticket office hours, and until 
~~gameday:. 
l\o1ile Keane 
defeated the mini, 23 to 42. 
Cornell said the Salukis are 
readv. :-dding tilat Tom ROSb 
had . shin splints earlier this 
week but was back to normal 
Wednesday. 
The harriers will run fivp 
miles Saturday at Midland HiDII 
and even with a home course 
advantage, Cornell said that the 
Illinois runners "know what 
they're coming to," since 
several of them have competed 
on the course before. 
Cornell has picked Mike 
Keane. Kevin Sturman. Tom 
Ross. Tom Breen, Gary Mun-
son. Mike Gonzalez, David Beh-
m and Mike Elliott to be his top 
eight runners. 
"Keane is the top man right 
now." Cornell said, "and 
Sturman's been looking good in 
practice this week." 
Cornell is looking for im-
. provement in the squad's back 
runners. Munson, Gonzalez, 
Behm and Elliott. 
Last year Illinois defeated the 




Tues . .sat 
12:00 to 5:00 
-,...;;,;;;,..;;..;..,,;.;;;...;;.....;..;.. 603 S. Illinois-........ iiiiiI--J~-
INVITE from Page 28 
bondale. Rookie Coach Clint 
Wilson hopes to show off prize 
recruit, pitcher Kim Rosen-
bahm. Other Braves that should 
figure heavily in the the tour-
nament include third baseman 
Nicki Lockwood, outfielder 
Terri O'Brien and first 
baseman Caryl Moehri~g, .an 
All·American on the JUnior 
college cirCUit last season. 
ISU. a traditonal softball 
powerhouse. may be a tour-
nament dark horse. Coach 
Margie Wright will undoubtedly 
rely on the same tactics that 
have served her so well in the 
past - pG'lnding the ball and 
stealing lots of bases. The 
Tues •• Wed •• Thurs. 
6:00-7:30 pm 
or co" 
Phone: "'·4111 (7:3Opm·9:oopm) 
luhlnryu Karate 
School 
11' N. IUlnor. 
Carbondale, IL 
Redbirds are perhaps the most 
oUensive-mindt:d team in the 
tourney. 
ISU and Missouri play at 9 
a.m. Friday at the north WIA 
athletic field. The Salukis will 
open their home season at 11 
a.m. against the Lady Tigers 
Bradley and ISU will battle at 1 
p.m., and SIU-C; will ,,:ind up 
Friday's competJton agamst the 
Braves. 
Saturday's contests feature 
Bradley and Missouri at 9 a.m .. 
and the Salukis will be pitted 
against tS~ IIt.11 a.~. The 




October I, 1982 
("0" block norf" 01 Mld-Amer/co Bonk) 
LET'S HEAR IT FOR THE 
SALUKIS 
DON'T MISS TI-IE SALUKIS' 
NEXTHOMEGAMEAG~ST 
ARKANSAS STATE ON 
PARENTS'/SHRINE HOSPlT AL DAY 
SEPT.' 25 (2PM) 






In the ()beliskn 
I 
Staff PIuKo Ity Greg Drezd_ 
Number I singles player Usa Warren wUl keep ber eye OR the baD 
as the Saluldseye a sweep at tbis weekends' matches. 
It's that simple. Just make an appointment this 
week to have your Senior Portrait made by our 
Varden Studio photographer. Call the Obelisk 
Office at 536-7768. Or contact our staff representa-
tive at the registration hble on the 3rd floor of the 
Student Center to schedule your appointment. But 
hurry. Time is running out. And your Senior 
Portrait is just a smile away. 
NETTERS from Page 28 
• 
Obelisk II 
Magazine Format Yearbook \it ........ StudiOS Inc 
Maureen Harney round out the 
Salukis singles roster. 
The doubles teams will 
feature Warrem and Eastman 
at No. I, Amanda Allen and 
Molinari in the second positon, 
and Kramer and Sherman at 
NO.3. The fourth team of Kris 
~}~ut!:- ~d w~{e~~ a~~ 
The doubles pairs, however, 
have not been the Salukis' 
strength this year. 
"I'd like to see more con-
sistent doubles," said Auld. 
"They've got to work together 
more, communicate mt)re. I've 
seen some teams go more than 
half. the season before the)' 
started ~laying really well 
together.' 
Arkansas State will perhaps 
offer the greatest challenge to 
the Saluki title bid. Coach 
Marcia Williams' Tomahawks 
finished 12-3 last spring, and 
will be returning their No. 1 
~~t!~d!~~h~~~~~d~:u:~~ 
piled a 1&6 record last season. 
Stephens College is currently 
traveling through a valley in a 
history that has been exem-
plified by mounta!ns. The once-
powerful Stars are unden!oing a 
rebuilding year unuer the 
guidance of second-year coach 
Jaime Vargas. Carol Rader, !. 
freshman, occupies the first 
sirWes position for the Stars. 
Although she suffered a 
decisive loss against Nebraska, 
Rader will be one of the tour-
nament's top players. 
EIU, 0-3, will feature senior 
Kristen Peterson, the Panthers' 
lone returnee, at the No. 1 
position. Peterson, winless thus 
far, will join freshman Patty 
Kearns (No.3) to fonn the 
Hairkut •••••••. $ 7 .50 
Perm, Kut Style$17.50 
549-5111 
Walk-ins welcome 
nucJeus of the Eastern threat. 
EIU has lost to D1inois, Notre 
Dame and Illinois State, a team 
the Salukis have thrashed 
twice. 
:*****************************-***** **** 
.. CI PICK'S LI·QU· ORS~~> 
; '~~!~ \!~~~ 
.. ,~ 
~ Mill... ii~-I' Paul Mauon Carafe~ ~ ':.; ..,.jl Chabl::., Ros. ; . 
~ --.", $2.99 ~ 
.. .. 
.. ~ 01 j S· ~t~1I Santini" ~ U ". "Your friendly Liquor Store" Asti Spumont. 
.. Pinch kotch 750 ml $4.59 
; 12/12 cans 12yro'd 750m.- GlaCOllaal: 
.. $4.2t $13." LambruscoWhiteRose .. 
.. 750ml .. : 
.. GII"'~ Gin $2.49 .. I 
.. 
~ "'·~.2' O:~"-=I :"0 ; , 
.. onything Instant' ~ 
6pkg cans .... van Hili 
$2." 
O.dMllwauk_ 




Bottfed in Bond 100 proof 
".7' Whiskey 150mI' M.7' 
: J .. eu.nro Gold 
.. lOWENBRAu Tequila 750ml $7.' 
; 6pkg NR t2.59 vOC::ml $3 •• ' 
.. Phone St9-4332 Lewis Park Mall Exp. 9·26·82 ~ 
... t-lfflcl.nt.I .... rt Service 
All Brands of TV's & Stereos 
Full line of Electronic Parts 
Sales & Rentals 
Magnavox TV's & Stereos 
lewis.!ar~~all 
Phone 549·4833 
.. Dark or Light Welk... ~ 
....................................... ~ 
Daily Egyptian, September 24, 1982, Page ii 
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Golfers face big-name foes ~!.~~ .§Kt!t 
i F_ ridaVr5' l· Saturday: Bv Dean Kirk staff Writer 
The SIU-C men's golf team 
travels to Biloxi, Miss. this 
weekend to play against what 
Coach Mary BE'th McGirr 
considers "real tough com-
petition." when they compete in 




"It's the toughest tournament 
we'll play in all fall." McGirr 
said. "It's a pretty prestigious 
tournament " 
Even though the Salukis 
competed at the course last 
year, where they finished with 
944 to place 16th out of ap-
proximately 24 teams. McGirr, 
in her first year as men's golf 
coach, has never been to the 
course. She's not familiar with 
the 18 teams comprising the 
field. but suspects that the 
University of Southern 
Mississippi. last year's winners 
with 886. Louisiana State, Rice, 
Baylor and Houston Baptist will 
be the tournament favorites but 
that "those are just j;!Uesses." 
Salukis Jan Jansco. Rob 
the three-da:, tournament. 
Hammond and Jones w(Ore the 
only Salukis who played at last 
year's tournament. 
McGirr said the team is a 
"veteran" one and that the 
addition of the junior college 
transfers Steh and Briggs has 
helped. 
"They're testw players," she 
said. 
McGirr also said she'd like 
the squad to finish in the upper 
half of the field and have the 
scores in the middle or lower 
70s. 
Th'" course wiU be a tough.)r 
one than what the Sal uk is have 
played on this !;pason, ac· 
cording to the l'oach. It has 
Bermuda graS(l, a very 
scraggly kind that t...'lrives in hot 
weather. She said a player can't 
run the ball as much and get as 
much roll on it as in other types. 
In this grass players have to use 
their w'!dges a lot more. 
But she doesn't think the 
grass will pose much of a 
problem for the team. 
Hammond, Scott Briggs. Mike "I think our players ('0 ;>retty 
Sleh and Mike Jones will play at well on it." she said. T!le 
DISCOVER 
• kale"'co 
You'll find a complete range of contemporary 
lifestyle accoutrements to enhar.ce your 
personal surroundings ... 
comestibles. stotionary/notacards. jewelry 
placemots/ napkins. imported soaps 
casual dinnerwor./glosswor«; 
cuisinort food processors. cook wore/ utensils 
accent lighting. modular furniture 
handthrown pottery. handwoven rugs 
Discover KALEIDOSCOPE ... an oasis of good taste 
and perceptive m.rchandl~ing in the heart of 
downtown Carbondale . 
• kQle~opo 
towne central 
209 5 .1I.noos 
caIDondale 
mon-satl~ 
.' Page 26, Daily Egyptian, September 24, 1982 
__ ,-_.:,'-'"1IJ;'-
course also has wind from the 
Gulf of Mexico blowing over it. 
McGirr said that in these 
conditions players nave to use 
"punch type" shots, shots that 
ha.<! to be hit lower and harder 
into the wind. 
Eighteen holes of golf will be 
played each day. 
-:~ ... ·LOW t:)i~ ...... BUDGET 
75. ~. _ all nig~t 
. ................................. :.-;;;. ................. ; ••• :.:.;.;.:.;.:.;.;.:.;.:.:-:.:.:.;.:.;.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:':';';':';':':':':';':':';':';':':':':';';';';':':".; •• i: 
Parent's Day 
Special 
Cut This Coupon Out 
For Your Parents 
Coupon 
20% OFF 
all T-Shirts. Sweatshirts. 
Jackets. Shorts. Infant wear. 
MUIS. Penants. Decals. 
S.I.U. Imprinted Souvenirs 
Offer Good Fri. 9/24 It Sat. 9/25 
605 E. Grand lewis Park 529-334 










S'~ •• 29 
12pk. cons 
r~;'·.-~ ~-~ 12pk 
:'!i pPlA: Btls t~~~~_J 3.99 
'tt'2"'~··· BUSCH 2.13 
6pkcans 
Black Lab.1 1.52 
6pkcons 







all 150ml 2.29 
Chrl.tlan 8ro •. 
Chablis·Rhine 
Napa Rote- Vin Rote-
Burgundy 
15Om12.11 
Carlo Roul 2.85 
all 1.5 liter 
Cook. Champan ••• 
all 750 1.18 
~ 4.53 







I .. ~ .••.. .~ 
lit.r 6 •• 3 
U.h.r'. Scotch 
150ml 6.29 
Wine Tasting Sat. 2-6pm 
Kloster Zener Schwarze Katz .~ 
Support the Fighting Salukis! ! ! 
I, 
Ii 
,rGRID from Page 28 
Ii they'U rely on a bewilderin~ 
,t" assortment of fakes, pitches, 
fli. reverses, counters, and when 
,~ U's least expected, a pass. 
,i/ In 1981 Arkansas State fl averaged more than 250 yards 
., per game on the ground. This 
f·: fall. desrite what coach Larry 
Lacewel calls "my best team", 
that ground game has not 
clicked. 
"We haven't moved the 
, football as much as I would 
'.r::, .. ·, •• .. '·'.·· ~~:;;~~ ~;::~o:~~e may 
I 
The Indians use two Qu r-
terbacks, and a horde of 
tailbacks. Quarterback Tim 
Langford played most of last 
week's game, and Lacewell 
shuffled eight halfbacks in and 
out of the season opener. 
Langford was the team's 
third leading rusher last year 
with 658 yards. He passed for 
only 345 and threw eight in-
terceptions in 63 attempts. 
The Salukis will face the 
Indian rushing attack with a 
revamped defensive line. 
Noseguard Tracy Oakley was 
bothered in practice with a leg 
injury but will prObably return 
and play left tackle. Top pass 
rusher Ken Foster is secure at 
left tackle and Dan Dobbs and 
Ashley Sledge can expect longer 
breathers from Daryl Young. 
Duncan Levester. who claimed 
his noseguard job when Oakley 
was hurt against Illinois State, 
will stay in the middle of the 
SaJuki line. 
At cornerback. Donnel Daniel 
and Tony Haywood continue 
their battle for a starting spot. 
The Salukis probably won't 
throw the ball as much as they 
did against Illinois State and 
Drake, although Dempsey isn't 
giving his game plan away. 
"We could throw a lot," he 
said. "We prepare to throw 
almost every wee:t." 
Arkansas State, however, has 
better defensive backs than did 
a makeshift Drake secondary. 
ho'l-::is dI';;.~fevf:tl:r~ m~~r. 
said Dempsey. 
"They are very tough 
defensively." he added. "Their 
linebackers are exceptionally 
quick. They're more mobile 
than the teams we've played. 
Right linebacker Mike Morris 
if an All-American candidate 
and left linebacker Jordan Boyd 
had 23 tackles as the Indians 
stopped a two point conversion 
attempt in edging Tennessee-
Chattanooga Saturday. 
Lacewell is getting a bit 
touchy about the Indians' tough 
schedule. Their first five op-
pononts are 11-1. Arkansas 
State has to play Paul "Bear" 
Bryant's Alabama powerhouse 
next week. 
"We never said it was going to 
be easy," said Lacewell. 
The Salukis will be going for 
their fifth win in a row and 
11th win in their past 12 games. 
B.Ooo •.. 
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:Parents Day '82 
Saturday, Sept. 25th 
8:30pm 
BallroomD 
$1. 50 at the door or 
the box office 
Price includes choice of 
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Available With No Obligation 
9om-Spm Mon-Wad-Fri 




PLIASE REQUEST TAPE.eV NUMBER 
G5 WHY CHIROPRACTIC' 
G6 NecK. SHOUlDER. ARM PAIN 
c·~ ARTHRITIS G7 lOW BACK & TENSION 
G4 HEADACHES GB NERVOUSNESS & TENSION 
& GROUP HEALtH INSURANCE PA YS 
FOR CHIROPRACTIC CARE. . 
CHIROPRACTIC INFOIIMATION TAPES MAlNTAINEI) -
Saluki Athletics Pass 
AREN'T YOU 
HUNGRY? 
.-----------------~ ~. I Buy ORe Bisruit Breakfast BURGER I 
, saadwim, get another KING, 
, Biscuit Sandwich free. , , -, 
, Please present this coupon before ordering. , 
, limit one coupon per customer. Notto be used with , 
lather coupons or offers. Void where prohibited by low. , 
This offer e.pir .. Sept.mlter H. 1 •• 2 I, Good only during breakfast hours, 6 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. , 
Good only at 901 West Main, Carbondale , t~;;~i~------i I sandwich, get another 'URGER I 
, Bisaait sandwich free. KING, 
, Please present this coupon before ordering. I 
, Limit one coupon per customer. Not to be used with • I 
, other coupons or offer •. Void where prohibited by law. I 
I This offer expire. Sept.mlter H. 1912. I 
, Good only during breakfa.t hours. 6 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. , 





1940 to Present 
SALE & EXHIBIT 
South Solicitation Area 
Student Center 
Today! Last Day! 
9:00-5:00pm 
Q 
1982 Salukis' Home Football Schedule 
Sept. 18 DRAKE (2 p.m.) 
(Hall of Fame Day) 
Sept. 25 ARKANSAS SIA TE (2 p.m.) 
(Parenu'lShrine Hospital Day) 
Oct. 23 INDIANA SIA TE (:l ~.m.) 
(Homecominll 
Good for admission to more than 50 men's and women's sporting 
events on campus, including reserved Beason tickets for men's bu-
ketball at no additional cost, for 1982-83 IIChool year. 
Nov.13 SOUTHWESfMISSOURlSIATE(I:30p.m.) 
(Salukl Futura Day) 
Nov.20 WESTTEXASSIATE (1:l0 p.m.) 
(Hip School Guest Day) 
JU5t'$1P.OO 
and a validated l.D. card for current term to see_. 
~ 
S Football Gama 
11 Buketball Games 
SGymnatticeMeeu 
3 Track &. Field Meeu 
Women', 
9 Volleybpll Gamel 
13 Buketball Gamel 
11 Gymnutice Meeta 
3 Track &. field Meets 
ATIENTlON S1UDENIS!'! 
The AlhIetic TIcket Office at the stU Arma w opal &om 9 LBL 
..,4<30 .......................... friIIay ..... &om 9:11:JO LOll. s.a.rday. 
A cIrhe up window ia open allM nonhwat COrMl' of the lbIdium 
acre. &om the parkiDa pnae &om 9 LOll. UDill after balf-dme of 
the..-e. Aft dc:k«bootho ..... p_ will open at U ......... 
SlUe 1lUdma. with cummdy .. I!dated 1.0. carda an: charted II 
far. dckeItolM_ ....... Scudn>D _ pIfteIlllMlr 1.0. canto 
to alter 1M IbIdium with II dckec. Only 0Ge II Iick« will be al-
lowed with ach LD. card. 
Daily Egyptian. september ~ 1982, Pap rr _ 
Greg ~orezdlOll 
The Salulds defense, ShOWD here ·smothering Drake's Tom Holt, 
hopes to stop &he wishlMlne offense tIIat tile IadJaas employ. 
Women netters hope 
to blank winless field 
By Brian Higgins 
Staff Writer 
Winning and more wmnmg. 
That's what should be oc-
cupying Coach Judy Auld's 
tennis team'S time this 
weekend. The netters. 4-1, will 
entertain Eastern Illinois, 
Arkansas State and Stephens 
College this weekend in their 
second home meet. 
"I think we have a real good 
chance of winning all three 
matches," o\u1d said. "I don't 
want to go in too over-confident, 
though." _ 
The Salukis wiD indeed be the 
quadrangular meet's favorite 
when play begins at 3 p.m. on 
Friday. Their opponents do not 
have r. win between them this 
season. 
SlU-C will start with the same 
line~p that has ca ried them 
through the season t L :IS lar with 
onJy one setback - a 7-2 
thrashing at the bands of 
Memphis State last weekend. 
Lisa Warrem will be the Salukis 
No. 1 player. Alessandra 
Molinari wiD follow Warrem in 
the No. 2 slot, while Mary Pat 
Kramer will battle in the third 
singles position. Heidi East-
man, Stacey Sherman and 
See NETTERS, Page ~ 
.......... ~Cen1er 
Open 7 Days A Weel< (Mon.-5at. 11-9 SUn 1'2-9) 
Phone: s..2231 
CARRV-oUT OR DINE IN (WE ALSO CATEA, 
EVERYDAY SUPER LUNCH SPECIAL 
$1.99 each 
SerwcI 11-4 .. on.-5a1'/12-4 Sun. 
Please Order by Number: 
(81) Egg Roll/Fried Rice/med. soft 
drink. coffee. or tea. 
(82) Meaty Beef Egg Roll & Fried Rice. 
(83) Rumaki (3) & Fried Rice 
(84) Beef Broccoli over Rice. 
(S5) Beef Chop Suey over Rice .• 
(86) Chicken & Diced Vegetable over 
Rice. 
(S7) Fried Dumplings (4) & F'ried Rice. 
(88) Chicken Soft Noodle over Rice. 
(S9) Beef Rice Noodle over Rice. 
(810).Pork Egg Foo Young over Rice. 
An of tile _ are 110118'ge portions 
Fried R;c.timiled 10 Ham 0' Plain only (No 01 .... SUblIiMiOn) 
Substi1ulions-meat Or lofu 25t ext,al SIInmp 35t e .... 
Plea .. Ask For Our 
AegularMenu 
Page 21, Daily Eayptian, September 24, 1982 
Salukis to try to run 
ASU game aground 
~ By Dan Devine In the last two years, "I've spent more time on the 
Staff Writer Arkansas State has finished defensive side that I usually 
What is it called when the 
quarterback takes the snap 
from center, drops back into the 
~~:\nru:~~ thr;~S t~n~!~5 
part. throws the ball to a wide 
receiver? 
Most places it's called a pass. 
At Arkansas State it's called 
only when the Indians are 
hopelessly behind, or when they 
want to shock their opposition. 
The rest of the time the India1'~<; 
line up in the wishbone and run. 
SIU-C will play host to ground 
hugging Arkansas State at 2 
~~diu~.'u;g:YIn~~a:~C::'ed7:7. 
They were outclassed 31-10 by a 
superior Missisippi State team 
and used goal-line stands to 
beat Tennessee-Chattanooga 13-
12 last week. 
dead last in passing among 148 do," said Dempsey. The Saluki 
Division I-A teams. This year's coach has also raided his film 
move to Division I-AA hasn't library for wishbone action. and 
changed its ideas about the searched his memory for in-
pass. Indian quarterbacks have formation obtained at past 
thrown only 18 times so far. coaching clinics. 
Saluki quarterback Rick He says the man to watch is 
Johnson threw more passes in Indian fullback Maurice Car-
each half of last Saturday's thon. Carthon led his team with 
Drake game. 688 yards rushing, and was also 
Not that Arkansas State its top receiver with 12 recep-
doesn't have an offense. Its tions. 
groond game, operated out of "The fullback is the key," 
the vanishing wishbone for- said Dempsey. "He's the guy 
mation, traditionally has rolled who runs the most. You can't 
up enough yardage to make take yours eyes off the fullback. 
them one of the nation's best I've seen games where the 
running teams. It's that wish- score was tied when the 
bone offense that has SIU-C fullback breaks olver the middle 
Coach Rey Dempsey worried. for 50 yards." 
The last time the Salukis When the Indians aren·t 
faced a wishbone team was in driving Carthon up the middle, 
1m when they lost 33-0 to East 
Carolina. See GRID, Page 21 
Win is Inviting for softballers 
Brian Higgins 
Staff Writer 
When Coach Kay 
Brechtelsbauer's softball 
Salukis step onto the home turf 
for the first time Friday mor-
ning, they'll be looking to put an 
end to an early !\t'ason losing 
strPak. 
They'll also be looking to 
shQW Missouri, Bradley and ~ 
n: nais State, their guests for 
this weekend's SIU-C FaU 10-
vitatimal, that the best host is 
not always the one that treats 
its guests with the most respect. 
"We're concerned about 
playing weD," Brechtelsbauer 
said. "We're going to use dif-
ferent people, most notably in 
the outfield." 
Playing weD is exactly what 
the Salukis will have to do if 
they hope to walk away with the 
tourney title. All three con-
tenders will offer the softballers 
superlative competition. 
Brechtelsbauer is well aware 
that anyone of the four teams 








"If I had to pick a team. I'd 
pick Missouri," she said. 
"Bradley is also definitely 
going to be a team to contend 
with. But they'U all be close 
games, and anyone can win it." 
The Salukis, 0-2 after drop-
ping a doubleheader to Western 
Illinois last weekend, will 
feature the pitching of Sunny 
Clark (o-lJ, Donna Dapson (o-
1), and Meredith Stengel (O-Ol. 
Eileen Maloney, a· freshman 
hurler. and Vicki Stafko, who 
Brechtelsbauer said is nearly 
completely recovered from a 
knee injury that kept her 
sidelined last season, may also 
see action on the mound. 
Karen Koltnow will continue 
at first base, while Sue Wagoner 
will plug up the middle at 
second. Tonya Lindsey, who 
had two outstanding games 
against WIU, will play short-
stop. Diane Brae, a sophomore 
All-State player, will cover 
third. Val Upchurch and Mary 
Kay Martin will probably share 
the chores behind the plate. 
The outfield, with the ex-
ception of freshman Susan 
Jones, is still relatively un-
stable, according to 
Brechtelsbauer. Sophomore 
Kathy Richert will probably get 
the stating nod in left field, 
while Chris Brewer may start 
again in right. 
"We're not really settled in 
the outfield," said 
Brechtelsbauer. "We're just 
trying to find out what our best 
combination is. We may even do 
some platooning." 
The Lady Tigers of Missouri 
will undoubtedly brandish their 
biggest weapon at the tourney 
- senior pitcher Teresa Wilson. 
Wilson enters this season with 
712 career strikeouts, and 
sports an impressive 81-30 
career mark. Coach Joyce 
Compton will also rely on junior 
center fielder Kris Bullock and 
power-hitting first baseman 
Karen Sweet to tide Mizzou over 
the field this weekend. Sweet 
batted .276 and was among the 
national leaders in triples (9) 
last season. 
Bradley ,like Missouri, will be 
opening its season in Car-
See INVITE, Page 24 
West Roads 
''Westroads, more than just another Liquor Store" 
. Murdale Shopping Center. Carbondale. 529-1221 
Open till Midnight Friday & Saturday 
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